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0. Introduction 
A discussion of our results requires some preliminary definitions. 
Let K be a fixed regular infinite cardinal. Throughout this introduction we will take 
the liberty of confusing any order-type /? subset of K with its increasing enumeration (a 
sequence of length b). 
Let A consist of all strictly increasing p E u nE o K”, and let T be a collection of 
subtrees of the tree (A, s). Given a E [K] Co and T E T, let (a, T) be the set of all 
D E [K]” such that a is an initial segment of D and D - a is a branch through T. Let 
P(T) be the set consisting of all (a, T) for a E [K] Cm and T E T. Let N(T) be the set of 
all W E [K]” such that for every (a, T) E P(T), there is in T a subtree T’ of T such 
that (a, T’) n W = 0. Members of N(T) are said to be Ramsey null with respect o T. 
Let C(T) be the set of all W E [K]” such that for every (a, T) E P(T), there is in 
T a subtree T’ of T such that either (a, T’) E W, or else (a, T’) n W = 0. Members 
of C(T) are said to be completely Ramsey with respect o T. 
We recall that a family F of sets is closed under operation A if given W, E F for 
x E u,,, on, we have urGwo L,, W,,& F. 
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We say that T has the Mathias property if the following four conditions are satisfied: 
(a) P(T) E C(T); 
(b) if { (a, T): (a, T) E W or (a, T) n W = 0} is dense in the partially ordered set 
(P(T), G), then WE C(T); 
(c) C(T) is closed under operation A; 
(d) N(T) is closed under countable unions. 
Notice that the converse of(b) is immediate. 
Let us now assume that O$P(T), and the intersection of any two members of P(T) 
lies in P(T) u (0). We put a topology on [JC]” by taking 0 and the members of P(T) as 
basic open sets. T is said to have the Ellentuck property if the following hold: 
(IX) W E C(T) if and only if W has the Baire property; 
(B) every meager set is nowhere dense. 
Given W c [K]“, set Ow = u {(a, T): (a, T) E W}. Ow is clearly open. Moreover, 
(W-O,)n(O,uOc,,~_w)=O.Nowif{(a,T):(a,T)~Wor(a,T)nW=0} 
is dense in (P(T), G), then the open set Ow u O,,,- _ w is dense, and therefore W has 
the Baire property. Thus every W E C(T) has the Baire property, and every W E N(T) 
is nowhere dense (since then Ow = 0). Let us show that T has the Mathias property if 
and only if T has the Ellentuck property. First assume that T has the Mathias 
property. By (b), every open set lies in C(T). It easily follows that [rc]O - 0 E N(T) for 
every dense open set 0. Hence every nowhere dense set lies in N(T), and by (d), so does 
every meager set. Thus if W has the Baire property, then there is an 0 E C(T) such that 
(0 - W) u (W - 0) E N(T) and, consequently, W E C(T). Hence (B) and (a) both 
hold. Now assume that T has the Ellentuck property. From (u) one easily derives (b), 
(c) and since every open set has the Baire property, (a). Every nowhere dense set has 
the Baire property and, hence, by (a), lies in N(T). Now applying (B), we obtain (d). 
In the following 3 will denote an ideal over K such that rc E 3 c P(rc), We set 
T(3) = {Tc: C E 3+}, where Tc = {p E A: ran(p) c C}. We let T’(3) be the set of all 
subtrees T of A such that for every n E o and every p E T n K”, {q(n): q E T and 
p c q} E 3* (i.e. such that the set of immediate successors of any node of T lies in 3*). 
Let us for the time being assume that K = o. Working with the topology on [o]” 
obtained by taking 0 and the (a, T,) for a E Co] cm as basic open sets, Galvin and 
Prikry [lo] proved that every Bore1 set lies in C(T( [o] ‘“)). So does every analytic 
set, by a result of Silver [29]. Ellentuck [9] showed that T( [o] <,) has the Ellentuck 
property (whence the name), thus giving a new proof of Silver’s theorem. Assuming 
that 3 is prime and weakly selective (i.e. that 3* is a Ramsey ultrafilter), Mathias [24] 
proved that T(3) has the Mathias property (in fact T(3) has the slicker Ellentuck 
property, which was shown by Louveau [21] and Milliken 1261). Generalizing his 
result (see [25] for a historical account), Mathias [24] proved that T(3) has the 
Mathias property whenever 3+ is a happy family (i.e. whenever 3 is weakly selective 
and (3+/D, <) is &-closed). Let us point out that as Mathias himself observed, 3+ is 
a happy family in case 3 = [o] <w. Louveau showed in [22] that T’(3) has the 
Ellentuck property whenever 3 is prime (this is actually a straightforward reformula- 
tion of his result). 
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Our original goal was to obtain a result that would be to the result of Louveau on 
prime ideals what the result of Mathias on happy families is to the result of Mathias 
on weakly selective prime ideals. What kind of ideals should be considered? What we 
are looking for is a nontrivial property satisfied by every prime ideal. Let us examine 
the conditions on 3 for 3’ to be a happy family, and let us try to find an adequate 
weakening. It is natural to drop weak selectivity, and so we are left with K,,- 
closedness. We settled for the closely related, but weaker, K,-distributivity. The next 
task was to find the appropriate T. Let us define T(3) as the set of all subtrees T of 
A such that the following hold: 
(0) setting C = {p(O): p E T - (O}), C E 3+ and for every n E w and every p E T 
with &m(p) = n, C - {q(n): q E T and p c q} E 3; 
(1) for every n > 0 and every p E T with &m(p) = n, 
{q(n): q E T and p c q} E {r(n - 1): Y E T and r 1 (n - 1) = p 1 (n - l)}. 
So a member of F(3) is a subtree of some Tc obtained by applying to each node an 
operation consisting in deleting some of its immediate successors. It is easily verified 
that in case 3 is prime, C(ii(5)) = C(T’(3)) and N(F(3)) = N(T’(3)). We show that 
P(s) has the Mathias property whenever 3 is He-distributive. As a byproduct, we 
obtain the following improvement of the result of Mathias: T(3) has the Mathias 
property whenever 3 is He-distributive and weakly selective. 
Let us now switch from combinatorics to forcing. Mathias [24] studied forcing with 
the partially ordered set @‘(T(3)), _) c , under the assumption that 3+ is a happy family 
(in the literature the expression ‘Mathias forcing’ usually refers to that notion of 
forcing in either one of the following two special cases: (i) 3 = [w] <O; (ii) 3 is prime 
and weakly selective). As for the notion of forcing (P(T’(S)), G), where 3 is prime, it 
has been studied by Blass [4], and more recently by Judah and Shelah [13,16]. Either 
notion of forcing is known to preserve wl, to adjoin to the universe a dominating (in 
fact Ramsey) real, to produce many degrees of constructibility, and to satisfy the 
following property: Given any condition (a, T) and any sentence cp of the forcing 
language, there is a stronger condition (a, T’) that decides cp. We establish the same 
facts for the notion of forcing (P(T(D)), s), where 3 is &-distributive. Forcing with 
(P@(3)), c) is equivalent o forcing with (P(T(3)), _) c in case 3 is &distributive and 
weakly selective, and to forcing with (P(T’(D)), _) . c in case 3 is prime. In fact, forcing 
with (P(T(3)), s) is the same as forcing first with (5+,/D, <), which adds a prime ideal 
J z 3, and then forcing with (P(T’(J)), G). This decompostion result is similar to that 
of [24]. 
It is well-known that there is a close analogy between forcing with (P(T(3)), G) and 
Prikry forcing, which is defined using a normal k--complete prime ideal over K. It 
appeared to us that it might be interesting to make explicit that similarity by treating 
the two notions in the same framework. That meant extending our study to arbitrary 
rc’s, which turned out to require little extra work. Assuming that 3 is K-distributive 
and K-complete, we show that the notion of forcing (P(T(3)), s) adds no new 
bounded subsets of K, preserves K+, satisfies the (rcC *sat@))-chain condition and 
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adjoins to the universe an order-type o cofinal subset of K. It is actually equivalent o 
Prikry forcing in case 3 is Ic-complete, normal and prime. 
As for the combinatorial side, we show that F(3) has the Mathias property 
whenever 3 is K-distributive. As every prime ideal is trivially x-distributive, our result 
is no empty shell for uncountable rc’s. Still, there are in case rc = o plenty of 
K-distributive ideals that are nowhere prime. Are there any such ideals in case K is 
uncountable? Some answers can fortunately be found in the literature. Johnson [14] 
and Levinski [20] have each constructed examples of such objects (starting from 
a measurable cardinal). Their ideals are rc-complete (and satisfy further properties). 
Besides Levinski [20] has shown that it is consistent for the least cardinal IC where the 
Generalized Continuum Hypothesis fails to bear an ideal of that type. Such rc’s are 
known not to be measurable. More examples can be found in Section 2. We show for 
instance that under Martin’s axiom, there is a v-distributive nowhere prime ideal over 
any regular uncountable cardinal v < 2Ko. There are however many cardinals (e.g. 2No) 
for which we do not know whether they can bear such ideals. 
We chose to formulate our results in terms of games. Consider the two player 
infinite game played as follows: I picks A,, E 3’; II answers by selecting ~1~ E A,,; 
I picks A1 s A,, with A0 - A1 E 3; II answers by selecting CI~ EA1 with CI~ > or,; etc. 
Then there is an obvious one-to-one correspondence between strategies for player I 
and members of t(3). Granted, there is no obvious gain in clarity in restating our 
results in terms of those games. The point is that our proofs are based on other, more 
complicated games, which were already used by Kastanas (in the case 3 = [o] ‘“), in 
his analysis [17] of Ellentuck’s theorem. Moreover we give a characterization of 
C@(3)) in terms of determinacy of the latter games. Our approach leads us to work 
with a partially ordered set (P3, <) whose definition is not as nice as that of 
(P@(V), c ). 
Section 1 reviews some basic material on ideals. In Section 2, we recall elementary 
facts concerning distributivity properties of ideals. Section 3 introduces almost K- 
distributivity, a natural weakening of rc-distributivity. This paper is to a large extent 
a study of the properties of (almost) rc-distributive ideals (even though some results, 
that are proved under the assumption of rc-distributivity of the ideal, could conceiv- 
ably be in fact valid for all (IC, 2)-distributive ideals). Let us however point out that we 
failed to produce any example of an almost K-distributive ideal that is not K- 
distributive. Let us also remark that the existence of a a-complete almost rc-distribu- 
tive ideal is a large cardinal property. In fact, let J be such an ideal. Then by 
Proposition 3.3, J is add(J)-distributive. Hence by Propositions 1.1 and 14.4, 
add(J) is a Ramsey cardinal. Section 4 is devoted to Kastanas games, with a focus on 
the role of player I. Proposition 4.3 makes explicit the connection with Ramsey 
theory. 
Sections 5 and 6 are, respectively, devoted to N3 (our version of the nowhere 
Ramsey (also called Ramsey null) sets) and C3 (our analog of the completely Ramsey 
sets). Assuming K uncountable, Propositions 5.7 and 5.5 tell us that the degree of 
completeness of the ideal N3 is easily ascertained provided that 3 is o-complete (and 
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almost K-distributive), or that the Continuum Hypothesis holds. We do not know 
whether there are non o-complete ideals J over rc such that NJ is &-complete. Let 
i denote the least infinite cardinal v such that ([w]“/[o] <O, <) is not v-closed. Then 
there is (by results of Section 2 and Proposition 10.21) for each regular uncountable 
cardinal p < t, a weakly selective nowhere prime ideal J over o with add(NJ) = p. 
That is a nowhere prime version of a result of Louveau [22], which states that under 
Martin’s axiom, there is for each regular uncountable cardinal p < 2’0, a weakly 
selective prime ideal J over w with add(N,) = n. Let us remark that except for 
Proposition 5.7 results in those two sections are obtained without imposing any 
distributivity requirement on 3. 
Two results that are essential for the remainder of the paper are featured in 
Section 7: the reduction result of Proposition 7.1 that asserts that a winning strategy 
for player II can be used to define a winning strategy for player I in the complement- 
ary game, and the technical Proposition 7.3 that establishes an analog of the ‘captur- 
ing’ method used by Mathias in his paper [24] on happy families. Let us comment in 
passing on our partial order < on P3. Its definition can hardly be claimed to be highly 
intuitive. It however makes the later proofs go through, whereas the more natural 
E seems unmanageable. Section 8 presents the combinatorial results we were aiming 
at: characterizations of N3 and C3, and closure of C3 under operation A. Proposition 
8.5 is however not totally satisfactory, as one would like to have the stronger closure 
property of Proposition 9.7. This better result would easily be derived if only we could 
show that P3 c Cg. Our failure to do so in a general way (it is plain that Pe E C3 in 
case 3 is prime, and also in case K = w and 3 is nowhere tall) casts an unpleasant 
shadow on the picture. After all if it were to run out that P3 - C3 # 0, then the whole 
approach taken in this paper (i.e. working with P3 rather than with P,*) could be 
argued to be the wrong one. 
The reformulation of the results of Section 8 in the next section, assuming a bit 
more, should make them more palatable. This stronger assumption, requiring as it 
does that 3 be either K--distributive, or else almost rc-distributive and o-complete, 
looks however somewhat awkward. Using the notation above, we have ND = N(T(3)) 
by Proposition 9.3 and C, = C@‘(3)) by Proposition 9.6. A comparison between 
Propositions 8.3 and 9.6 indicates that C,* might be worth studying, where Cj denotes 
the set of all W E [K]” such that Gj(a, C, W) is determined for all a, C. (Let us observe 
that under the hypotheses of Proposition 9.6, one easily gets C3 E Cj). A similar 
remark can be made in connection with Proposition 10.11. One would expect the 
hypothesis of Corollary 9.4 to imply that h3 2 add(&), but we have been unable to 
derive that much. In Section 10, we present new characterizations of N3 and C3 under 
the assumption that 3 is a K-distributive weak P-point. We also compute add(&), 
cov(N,),non(N-J and cof(&) is some special cases. In [7] Brendle calculates these 
four cardinal coefficients in case rc = o and 3 is prime, and some of our results 
(namely all those that involve the cardinals vg, x3 and m3) were obtained after seeing 
his paper. Propositions 10.20 and 10.23 generalize the corresponding results of 
Mathias [24] for happy families. 
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The next four sections are devoted to the study of the notion of forcing (P3, <). We 
remark that Propositions 11.7 and 11.8 required some more work to be established 
than the corresponding facts for Mathias or Prikry forcing. The fact is that the notion 
of forcing (Pj, G) is much easier to handle, which explains why the proof of Proposi- 
tion 12.11 involves an awkward detour by P$. We have been unable to describe 
adequately the situation with respect o cardinal collapsing. Notice that by Proposi- 
tion 14.3 a closer study of the notion of forcing (3+/s, <) could do a lot to clarify the 
case. By Propositions 14.3, 14.5 and 14.6, forcing with (Prc, <) can be decomposed as 
a two stage iteration in case 3 is K--distributive and Ic-complete. Let us remark that by 
an argument of Brendle [S], we have the following. Assume rc = o and 3 is EC,- 
distributive, and let x E [K]” be P,-generic over Y. Then in V[x], d = o1 . 
The brief Section 15 introduces the game Gz*. In Section 16 we restrict our 
attention to ideals over o. We see Proposition 16.2 as bearing witness to the 
naturalness of the notion of an &-distributive weakly selective ideal. Proposition 16.11 
exhibits a hierarchical list of properties that can be additionally satisfied by an 
&-distributive ideal. Well-known (see [12, 31) specific ideals are used to show the 
hierarchy to be strict. Numerous problems are left open. It would for instance be 
interesting to determine which ideals J are such that for every C E J+, II has no 
winning strategy in Gf(0, C, J+) (respectively in GS*(O, C, J+)). One should also find 
out whether there is any ZFC example of an ideal J such that the game 
Gf * (0, w, J n [o]“) is undetermined. 
1. Ideals 
This section is devoted to the notion of ideal (over a set). We recall basic definitions 
and review some elementary facts that will be needed later. Proofs will often be 
omitted. 
Let X be an infinite set. Given K E P(X), we define add(K) as follows. In case 
u S E K for every S E K, set add(K) = (21xl)+. Otherwise let add(K) be the smallest 
cardinality of any S c K with u S $ K. 
Given J E P(X), J is an ideal over X if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) P(A) c J for every A E J; (ii) A u B E J whenever A, B E J; 
(iii) {x} E J for every x E X. 
LetJbeanidealoverX.WesetJ+=P(X)-JandJ*=(AcX:X-A~J}. 
ForeachAeJ+,weputJIA={BEX:AnBEJ}. 
J is prime if J+ G J*. 
J is nowhere prime if for each A E J+, J 1 A is not prime. 
It is easy to see that J is nowhere prime if and only if for every A E J+, there is 
aBEJ+nP(A)with A--BEJ+. 
Let J c P(X) be an ideal over X. We let cov(J) be the smallest cardinality of any 
S E J with u S = X. 
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add(J) is easily seen to be a regular infinite cardinal. Clearly, 
add(J) < cov(J) < (XI. Moreover, add(J) = cm(J) in case J is prime. Notice that for 
every A E J+, a&J 1 A) 2 add(J) and co@ /A) < cm(J). 
We will sometimes (for instance in Sections 12 and 14) have to assume that J verifies 
add(J) = cou(J). The assumption is not very restrictive, as the following folklore result 
shows. 
Proposition 1.1. Let J c P(X) be an ideal over X. Then there is an A E J+ such that 
add(J) = add(J I A) = cov(J ( A). 
Proof. Select A, E J for OL < add(J) with u oL iadd(J) A, E J+, and put A = IJ a < add(J, A,. 
Clearly A, E J I A for every c(. As X = (X - A) u Uo:..addU) A,, we have 
cov(J 1 A) < add(J). Hence add(J) = add(J 1 A) = cov(J I A). 0 
Let J c P(X) be an ideal over X. We let non(J) be the smallest cardinality of any 
W cX with W$J. 
Observe that non(J) < 1x1 and add(J) d cof(non(J)). 
We let cof(J) be the smallest cardinality of any S s J with J = U w Es P(W). 
One easily shows that cof(J) 2 non(J) and cof(cof(J)) 2 add(J). Notice that for 
every A E J+, non(J I A) 2 non(J) and cof(J ) A) < cof(J). 
Given a set A of ordinals and an ordinal y, we set [A]’ = {B G A: o.t. (B) = y} and 
[Al’Y = UdEY [Al”. 
We let e, denote the increasing enumeration of A (i.e. the unique isomorphism of 
(o.t. (A), E) onto (A, E)). 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, rc and 3 will, respectively, denote a regular 
infinite cardinal, and an ideal over K with K E 3 c P(K). 
We recall that b, (respectively dJ is the least cardinality of any F E K’( with the 
following property: given fE k”, {cr: f(cl) Q g(cr)} E [K]” (resp. (~1: f(a) > g(U)} E 
[K] <,) for some g E F. 
We set b = b, and d = d,. 
Given A E 3+, we let D3,A be the set of all Qs3+nP(A) such that BnC63 
whenever B, C are distinct members of Q. 
Thus a member of D3,* is a family of almost disjoint mod3 subsets of A. 
We let M3,* be the set of all Q E D3,A such that for each B E Z’S+ n P(A), there is 
a CEQ withBnCE3+. 
Notice that M,, consists of all maximal elements of the partially ordered set 
(&,A, 9. 
Given Q, Q’ E M,,,, we let Q’ < Q if and only if for every C E Q’, there exists B E Q 
with C - BE 3. 
sat@) is the least cardinal I such that IQ] < h for every Q ED,,. 
It is well-known that sat([lc] <‘) > b,. 
ForeachAsrc,weput[Alrr=(BErc:(A-B)u(B-A)E3}. 
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We set 3+/3 = {[A&: A ED+}. 
Given A, B E 3+, we let [Al3 < [B& just in case A - B E 3. 
Let (P, <) be a partially ordered set, and let p be an infinite cardinal. Then (P, <) is 
p-closed if the following holds: let v be an infinite cardinal <CL, and let pa E P for a < v 
be such that pa < pg for all B < ~1. Then there is a p E P such that p < pal for all CI < v. 
The following is well-known. 
Proposition 1.2. Assume that 3 is nowhere prime, and let ,u be an infinite cardinal such 
that (3+/3, <) admits a p-closed dense subset. Then sat(3 1 A) > 2’for every A E 3+. 
Proof. Left to the reader. 0 
3istaflif3n[A]“#OforeveryA~3+. 
3 is nowhere tall if for each A E 3+, 3 I A is not tall. 
Notice that 3 is nowhere tall if and only if for every A E 3+, there is 
aBE3+nP(A)with[BlKc3+. 
3 is feeble if there is anfe ICY such that {f-‘({E}): c( E K} E [K]‘” and (f-‘(E): 
EE[K]‘) s3+. 
Notice that if 3 is not tall, then 3 is feeble. The following is immediate. 
Proposition 1.3. Assume that 3 is feeble. Then sat(S) > sat([lc] <,). 
The following is well-known (see [30,2,5] for the case K = w). 
Lemma 1.4. The following are equivalent: 
(i) 3 is feeble. 
(ii) There is an increasing f E ICY such that (f-‘(E): E c [K]~} c 3+. 
(iii) There exists g E I? such that for every A E 3*, {a: eA(a) 3 g(a)} E [K] <“. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Assume that 3 is feeble, and let g E C be such that {g-l((cr}): 
tl E K} s [K] <K and {g-‘(E): E E [K]“} G 3+. Select q E K for fi < K so that 
g-‘({aa}) # 0 and for all y < j% n g-‘({as}) > u g-l({a,}). Now define f E rcK so 
that every j? c K,f-‘({/3}) = (6 E K: n g-‘({as}) d 6 < n g-l({a,+,})}. Then f is 
as desired. 
(ii) + (iii): Let f be as in the statement of (ii). Define g E ICY by letting g(y) 
= 0 f YY + y + 11) in case f-‘({y + y + l}) # 0, and g(y) = 0 otherwise. Now 
fixA~-3*.Letp~1~besuchthatAnf-‘({cr})#Owhenever~~a<1c.Forevery 
6 E K, we have f (eA(/? + 6)) G B + j? + 6 < j3 + 6 + j? + 6 and therefore eA(/3 + 6) < 
g(B + 6). 
(iii) +(i): Let g be as in the statement of (iii), and define h E IC” by letting h(a) = 
(u g[a + I]) + 1. Then define qE for CI c IC so that q, = 0, of, + 1 = h(q,) and in case 
a is a limit >O, qa=ugCtlq8. Now define fEKK by letting f-‘({tl})={yEK: 
q.<y<~]~+~}. Fix EE[IC]~, and set A=Ic-Uf-l(E). If K-EE[K]“~, then 
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clearly A E 3. Thus assume that K - E E [K]“. Define q E xE by letting q(S) = 
n (@ - E) - 6). Ob serve that ran(q) E [K]“. Given 6 E E, set y = e;‘(q,&. Then 
clearly qs 2 y. Hence ~(7) 2 v 6+1 > h(y) > g(y). Therefore, A$3*. 0 
Lemma 1.5. Let A E 3+ and f E K”. Then there exists C E 3+ n P(A) such that 
{a: e&a) 2f(a)} E [ic]“. 
Proof. First assume that 3 1 A is not feeble. Then by Lemma 1.4, there is a D E (3 1 A)* 
such that{a: ee(a) >f(a)} E [K]“. Now setting C = D n A, we have that C is as desired. 
Next assume that 3 1 A is feeble. Then by Lemma 1.4, there is an increasing  E rcA such 
thatforeveryEE[IC]K,Ug-1(E)E-3’.DefineasEIcforBEIcsothat 
(0) s-‘({as}) f 0; 
(1) a, < as whenever y < /3; 
(2) fi s-l((a0)) >f(o); 
(3) n s-‘({aa>) 20o.t. (U,,,s-i({ay}))) for B > 0. 
Then set C = u D < K g- ’ ( {aa}). C is clearly as desired. 0 
It is easy to see that 3 is feeble if and only if 3 1 A is feeble for some A E 3+. This 
motivates the following definition. 
3 is everywhere feeble if 3 1 A is feeble for every A E 3+. 
3 is a weak P-point if given A E 3+ andf: A + K such thatf- ‘((a>) E 3 for all a < K, 
there is a BE 3+ n P(A) such that IB nf-l({a})l < Ic for all a < K. 
It is easy to see that if 3 is a weak P-point, then add@) = K. We will now introduce 
what appears to be a natural measure of the degree of weak P-pointness of 3. 
We define rca as follows. Let us first assume that there exists X c 3 with the 
following property: There is an A E 3+ such that for every C E 3+ n P(A), {C n B: 
B E X} n [K]” # 0. Then we let na be the least cardinality of any such X. Otherwise we 
set 7re = (2”)+. 
We observe that rc3 6 rc3,A for every A E 3+. 
The following is readily verified. 
Proposition 1.6. (i) rc3 = (2”)+ ifand only ifn3 > cof(3) ifund only if 3 is nowhere tall. 
(ii) If3 is not a weak P-point, then n3 = ad@). 
The following is folklore. 
Proposition 1.7. Assume 3 is a weak P-point. Then x3 > K. 
Proof. Let A E 3+ and H, E 3 for a < K. The desired conclusion is immediate in 
case AnUcrcK H,E~. So let us assume that AnUDIcKHOLE3+. Define 
f:AnU_& + K by letting f(r) = 6 just in case y E Hs - U a <s H,. Now select 
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CE3+nP(AnUolcK H,) so that ICnf-‘((6})1 < IC for all 6 < JC. By regularity of 
rc, we clearly have that 1 C n H, 1 < IC for every CI < JC. 0 
3 is a weak Q-point if given A E 3+ andf: A + IC such thatf-‘({a}) E [A] <K for all 
CI E rc, there is a C E 3+ n P(A) withf being one-to-one on C. 
The following is folklore. 
Lemma 1.8. The following are equivalent: 
(i) 3 is a weak Q-point. 
(ii) Given A E 3+ and H, E [IC] <’ for CI E A, there is a C E 3+ n P(A) such that 
PU crEcnBHOLforallBEC. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Assume (i), and let A E 3+ and H, E [JC] <’ for CI E A. Define G, and 
K, for y EIC by letting K, = ((yu Urrec, (au H,)) n A) - G,, Go = (0) and G, = 
u p<yKgincasey>O.SetE,,=U{K,+,,:q is a limit ordinal <rc and n E w} and 
El = A - EO. Pick i < 2 so that Ei E 3+. Then select C E 3+ n P(Ei) so that for every 
y~1~,ICnK,I~l.Nowfixa,p~Cwitha<8.Lety,i:~1~besuchthata~K~and 
B E K,. Then p E G, + 1 and therefore a E G, + 2. As clearly y # {C, c + l}, we have that 
y + 2 < i. It follows that b $ H,, since A n H, E GY + 2. 
(ii) + (i): Assume (ii), and let A E 3+ and{: A + IC be such thatf-‘({d}) E [A] <K for 
al16Ex.PickCE3+nP(A)sothatj?$Uolpcng f-‘({ f(a)}) for all /I E C. Clearly, 
f is one-to-one on C. 0 
3 is a weak semi-Q-point if given A E 3+ and f E rcK, there is a C E 3+ n P(A) such 
that for every CI E JC, e&a + 1) > f (a). 
It easily follows from Lemma 1.8 that if 3 is a weak Q-point, then 3 is a weak 
semi-Q-point. 
3 is weakly selective (respectively weakly semiselective) if 3 is both a weak Q-point 
(resp. a weak semi-Q-point) and a weak P-point. 
We recall that 3+ + (3’)” asserts the following. Given W E [lc]’ and A E 3+, there 
is a C E 3+ n P(A) such that either [C]” E W, or else [Cl2 n W = 0. 
We conclude the section with a study of the cardinal v3, which will be used in 
Sections 5 and 10. 
We let va be the least cardinality of any W E [IC]” such that for every Q E M3+, 
{A - B: A E W and BE Q} n [IC] co # 0. 
We observe that v3 d v31A for every A E 3+. 
Proposition 1.9. Assuming K = o, v3 2 b. 
Proof. Let W E [o]” be such that 0 < I WI < b. Pick f E coo so that for every A E W, 
{n: f(n) d e,(2n)} E Co] <O. By Lemma 1.5 there is a Q E Ma+, such that for every 
B E Q, {n: eB(n) > f (n)} E [o]“. Now suppose there are B E Q and A E W such that 
A-BE[w]<“. Then there is an r E o such that for every m E o, eA(r + m) >, eB(m). 
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Select m 3 r so that es(m) >f(m) > eA(2m). Then eA(2m) > eA(r + m) > e,(2m), 
a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 1.10. v3 2 K. 
Proof. The assertion is immediate from Proposition 1.9 in case rc = o. Thus assume 
that K > o, and let W c [K]” be such that 1 W 1 -c K. Setting Q = (K - u W >, we have 
thatQEM3,nand{A-B:.4EWandBEQ}n[ic]<~=0. 0 
Proposition 1.11. Assume that K = o and 3 is a weak semi-Q-point. Then vg > d. 
Proof. Let W _c [w]” be such that 0 < I WI < d. PickfE w”’ so that for every A E W, 
{n: f(n) > e,(2n)} E [w]“. There is a Q E M,,, such that for every B E Q and every 
n E o, ee(n + 1) of. Now suppose there are BE Q and A E W such that 
A --BE [w-J’“. Then there is an r E w such that for every m E co, eA(r + m) > ev(m). 
Select m > 0 so that f(r + m) > e,(2(r + m)). We have 
eB(r + m + 1) >f(r + m) > eA(2(r + m)) 2 eB(m + r + m) 2 ea(1 + r + m), 
a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 1.12. Assume that K = o and 3 is tall. Then v3 2 rc3. 
Proof. Let W E [o]” be such that 0 < 1 WI < x3. For each A E W, pick 
BA E 3 n [A]“. Now there is a Q E M3,w such that for every DE Q, {D n BA: 
AE W} c [o]‘“. Clearly, {A - D: A E W and D E Q} G [w]“. 0 
Proposition 1.13. Assume that K = w and 3 is everywhere f eble. Then v3 = 2Ko. 
Proof. Let W c [o]” be such that 0 < I W I < 2’0. Given C E 3+, there is an 
R E D3,c n D,,, <o,c with I RI = 2’0. Then there exists D E R such that for each A E W, 
A - D$[w]‘“. It follows that there is a Q E M3,w such that for every A E W, {A - B: 
BEQ) E [o]“. 13 
2. Distributive ideals 
In this section we recall basic definitions, and prove some elementary facts, about 
distributivity properties of ideals over K. 
Let 11, q be cardinals > 1.3 is (,u, n)-distributive if the following holds. Let Qa E M3+ 
for a < ~1 with lQolj <q, and let BEG’. Then there are C E 3+ n P(B) and 
hEKcpQE such that for every c1< p, C - h(a) E 3. 
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Observe that for every cardinal p 2 1, 3 is (p,p)-distributive if and only if 3 is 
(p, 2)-distributive. Johnson [15] showed that 3+ -+ (.3+)” if and only if 3 is (K, 2)- 
distributive and weakly selective. The following is well-known. 
Proposition 2.1. Let p, q be cardinals > 1. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) 3 is (p, q)-distributive. 
(ii) Let A E 3+, and let Qa E M3,Afor a < p with jQal < q. Then there is a Q E M3,A 
such that for every a < p, Q < Qa. 
(iii) 3 I A is (p, q)-distributive for every A E 3+. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Assume that (i) holds. Let A E 3+, and let QDI E M3,,, for CY < ,U with 
lQoll d q. Select ke flcrcp Qa, and for each a < ,u, put 
R, = {(K - A) u 44) u (Qa - {WI). 
Clearly each R, E M3,K. Hence by (i), there is an R E M3+ such that for every a c p, 
R < R,. Put Q = {B n A: B E R}. Then Q E M3,A. Moreover, Q < Qn for all a < p. 
(ii) + (iii): Assume that (ii) holds. Let Qa E M3,A,K for a c ,u with 1 QDll < q. For 
each a < CL, put R, = {B n A: BE Qm}. Clearly each R, E M3,A. By (ii) there is an 
REMCI,A such that for every a < ,u, R < R,. Given B E (3 I A)+, select C E R with 
CnB&+. Let hen,,,, Qa be such that for each a < ,a, C - h(a) E 3. Clearly, 
(C n B) - h(a) E 3 I A for all a < p. 
(iii) -+ (i): Trivial. 0 
Let (P, <) be a partially ordered set, and let p be a cardinal 2 1. Then (P, <) is 
p-distributive if n, <a W, is dense in (P, <) whenever each W, is dense and open in 
(P, <). 
We omit the proof of the following, which is folklore. 
Lemma 2.2. Given a cardinal ,LL > 1, (3+/3, <) is p-distributive if and only if 3 is 
(p, 2”)-distributive. 
Given a cardinal p 2 1, 3 is p-distributive if 3 is (p, 2”)-distributive. 
We define s3 (respectively h3) as follows. In case 3 is (,~,2)-distributive (resp. 
p-distributive) for every cardinal ~1 > 1, we set s3 = (2”)+ (resp. h3 = (2”)+). Otherwise 
we let s3 (resp. h3) be the least cardinal p 2 1 such that 3 is not (p, 2)-distributive (resp. 
not p-distributive). 
We put s = scol <“. 
It is well-known that s3 n 7~~ d sCKl cIc , < d,. Assuming that add(Z) = IC, it is readily 
seen that for any cardinal v < rc, v < s3 if and only if 2’ < rc. 
Clearly, h3 is a regular infinite cardinal with h3 < cof(s3). The easy proof of the 
following is left to the reader. 
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Lemma 2.3. 3 1 A is nowhere prime for some A E 3+ if and only ifh3 < 2” if and only if 
SC1 d 2”. 
We remark that for every A E 3+, ss d szIA and h3 < h3,,. 
Proposition 2.4. Assume 3 is nowhere tall. Then h3 = h,,, <=. 
Proof. Let us first show that h3 > h,,, CI. Thus let X E M3,K and E E 3’ be such that 
for every D E 3+ n P(E), there is a Q E X with {D - B: BE Q} c 3+. Pick C E [E]” 
such that [Cl” s 3+. Define g:X -+ P(P(K)) by letting g(Q) = ({B n C: B E Q} u 
{K - C}) n [tc]“. It is readily checked that g(Q) E M,,, CIC,K. Clearly, for every 
D E [Cl”, there is a Q E X with {D - A: A E g(Q)} E [tc]“. 
We next show that h,,, <K 2 h3. Thus let Y E M,,, cK,K and A E [K]” be such that for 
every DE[A]~, there is a QEY with {D-B: BEQ}~[K]~. Select HER+ with 
[H]” c 3’. Letj: K + H be one-to-one and onto. For every Q E Y, put S, = { j[B]: 
B E Q> u ((K - H) n 3+). Clearly, S, E M,,,. Moreover, for every D E 3+ n P( j[A]), 
thereisaQEYwith{D-T:TESg}g3+. 0 
Given an infinite cardinal p, 3 is nowhere u-distributive if for every A E 3+, 3 1 A is 
not p-distributive. 
Proposition 2.5. Let p be an injinite cardinal. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) 3 is nowhere n-distributive. 
(ii) There are Qa E M3,K for a < a such that for every C E 3+ and every h E n, <p Qn, 
{C-h(a):a<u}n3+#0. 
Proof. Left to the reader. 0 
Corollary 2.6. Assume h3 < 2”. Then there is an A E 3+ such that hslA = h3 and 3 1 A is 
nowhere h,-distributive. 
Proof. Left to the reader. 0 
We now introduce some more cardinals associated with 3. The forthcoming 
definition of /& may seem less natural than that of h, (which measures the degree of 
distributivity of 3). Moreover, k3 can easily be computed from two other cardinals 
that were defined earlier. We feel however that it is worth defining because of its 
important role in Section 10 (see Corollary 10.5 and Proposition 10.21). 
We let k3 be the least cardinality of any X 2 M,sr with the following property: 
There is a C E 3+ such that for every D E 3+ n P(C ), {D - B: B E Q} c [rc]” for some 
Q E X. 
ks is readily seen to be a regular infinite cardinal. The following proposition collects 
some more easy facts concerning k3. 
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Proposition 2.7. (0) k3 < cof(7c-J. 
(1) R3 = h3 n x3. 
(2) Zf 3 is prime, then k3 = x3. 
(3) ks 6 cof (v3) in case K = o. 
We let x3 be the least cardinality of any X c M3+ such that for every E E [rc]“, there 
is a Q E X with {E - B: B E Q} s [K]“. 
It is easily checked that k3 < x3 d qnl cx and in case cov(3) < rc, x3 d co@). Notice 
that xsla < x3 for every A E 3+. 
Proposition 2.8. x3 d d,. 
Proof. Let F c r? be such that each f E F is increasing and for every g E r?, there is an 
f E F with {a: g(a) > f (a)} E [K] <‘. G iven f E F, there is by Lemma 1.5 a Q, E M3,K 
such that for all D E Qf, {a: eD(a) 2 f (a + a) + l} E [K]“. Now fix C E [rc]“. Suppose 
that feF and DEQ~ are such that C - D E [K] CK. Put 6, = n {c E rc: 
ec[K - [] s DJ and 2, = {cc eD(tx) > f (a + a) + l}. Then for every q E Z, n (K - 6,), 
e&6, + ye) 3 eD(q) > f (q + q) 2 f (6, + q). Thus, (M: e&a) > f (cl)} E [K]“. Hence there 
is an f E F such that for every D E Qr, C - D E [rc]“. 0 
Proposition 2.9. Assume 3 is a weak semi-Q-point. Then x3 < b,. 
Proof. Let F E rc’ be such that each f E F is increasing and for every g E rcK, there is an 
f E F with {a: f (u) > g(a)} E [K]“. Given f E F, select Qf E M3,K so that eD(cr + 1) Z 
f(a + M) for all D E Qf and CI < K. Now fix C E [K]“. Suppose thatf E F and D E Qf are 
such that C - D E [K] <K. Put 6, = n {[E K: ec[rc - [] E D}. Then for every 
9 E K - 6,, e&6, + y + 1) 3 eD(q + 1) 2 f (q + q) 2 f (6, + q). Thus {M: ec(a + 1) < 
f (cl)} E [K] <‘. Hence there is an f E F such that for every D E Qf, C - D E [k-l”. 0 
Proposition 2.10. Assume 3 is nowhere tall. Then x5 = k, = h, 
Proof. We have k3 = h3 by Propositions 2.7 and 1.6. As ks < x3, there only remains 
to show that x3 d h3. 3 is nowhere h,-distributive by Proposition 2.4. Hence by 
Proposition 2.5 there are Qa E M5+ for CI < h3 such that for every C E 3+ and every 
hE I&<,, Q., {C - h(cc): CI < h3) n 3’ # 0. For each c( < h,, select 
F, E n (M,,, n (D E [ic]“: [D]” c S.‘}) 
BEQ, 
and set R, = UBEe F,(B). Notice that R, E M5,K. Clearly given E E [K]” and 
h,rI,<,, R,, we ha;e that 
{E - h(cr): c( < h3} A [K]” # 0. I-J 
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We let m3 be the least cardinality of any X E M3+ such that for every Q E M5,K, 
there exists R E X with the following property: for each A E R, there is a B E Q with 
A -BE [K]'". 
We remark that m ,,,<m,foreveryA~3+. 
Proposition 2.11. m3 > m(3). 
Proof. Let Q E M3+, and let g : Q -+ M3,K be one-to-one. Given C E 3’ and S E M3+, 
it is easy to find D E Zi n P(C) and E E S such that D E E and E - D E [K]“. Hence 
for each A E Q, there exists R, E M,, with the following property: given D E RR, there 
exists E E g(A) such that D c E and E - D E [K]“. Now set R = UaGQ RA. Clearly 
R E Ms.,. Moreover, for every A E Q, there is an E E g(A) with (E - D: 
DE R} G [K]". 0 
The following is straightforward. 
Proposition 2.12. (0) If3 is prime, then in3 = cof(J). 
(1) m3 2 v3. 
(2) m3 B h3 in case h3 < 2”. 
(3) Assuming K = o, cof(m3) 2 k,. 
Proposition 2.13. Assume 3 is nowhere tall. Then m3 = mCKl <I(. 
Proof. Let us first show that m3 d mCKl <L. Thus let X c M,,, KI.K be such that for 
every P E M,,, cx,K, there is an R E X with R E {E u a: E E P and a E [K] <,}. Given 
REX,putSR=Rn3’.GivenCE3’,pickD~[C]Kwith[D]K~~’.Thenselect 
AERwithAnDE[K]K.Clearly,AnCE3+andAESR.Hence,SREM3,K.Nowfix 
Q E MG. Set T={CnB: CEZ and BEQ}n3+, where ZEM~,~ is such that 
UCEZ [Cl” E J+. Clearly T E M3,K n D,,, <X,K. Now select P E M,,, Cr,K and R E X so 
that T c P and R G {E u a: E E P and a E [K] <"'}. Then for every A E SR, there is 
a BEQ with A- BE[x]<U. 
Let us next show that mCd CE d m3. Thus let X s M3,K be such that for every 
Q E MS,,, there is an R E X with R E {B u a: B E Q and a E [K] <O}. Now fix E E 3+ 
such that [E]” E 3+. For each REX, set PR = {En A: AE R} n [K]” and 
SR = {eE’(H): HE PR}. It is readily checked that SR E M,,, <K,E. Now given 
T E M,,, <C,E, set Q = {eE[C]: C E T} u ({K - E} n 3+). Then Q E M3+ and therefore 
there is an R E X with R c {B u a: B E Q and a E [K] <,}. Given D E SR, there is an 
A E R such that eE[D] = En A. Let BE Q be such that A - BE [K] <O. We have 
B = eE[C], where C E T. Clearly, D - C E [K] <O. 0 
We will next show that if certain conditions are satisfied, then the following holds: 
For every regular infinite cardinal p d h3, there exists an ideal J over K that satisfies 
3 c J and h, = p. 
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For each Q E MS+, we put O,= {CED’: ~{BEQ: CnB~3+}1 
The following is similar to Lemma 1.12 in [ 11. 
= 2”). 
Proposition 2.14. Assume that 3 is nowhere h,-distributive, and let Z L 3 ‘/3 be dense 
in (3+/D, <). Then for each cardinal p with 1 < p < (1, E5+ sat@ 1 A), there are 
Qa E M5,K for a < h3 such that the following hold: 
(i) Qa < Qs for all j3 -K a; 
(ii) I{D E Qcr+l: DnB~3+}1>pforeveryB~Q,; 
(iii) given C E 3+, there is an u < h3 such that for every B E Q., C - B E 3+; 
(iv) Qa + 1 n P(A) # 0 whenever A E 3+ and CI < h3 are such that A E O,,; 
(v) CBIZ E Z for every B E u, < ,_ Qa; 
(vi) Suppose that p = 2”. Let AE 3+ and c( < h3 be such that AE Oom, and let 
F: [A]” + 2 be such that for every D E 3+ n P(A), there is an E E 3+ n P(D) with 
F being constant on [El’. Then there is a B E Qa + 1 n P(A) with F being constant on 
IIBI’. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 13.1 in [23]. 0 
Proposition 2.15. Assume that 3 is nowhere h,-distributive, (3+/3, <) has a dense 
k-closed subset and 2 xX < h3. Let QU E M3,K for a < h3 be such that Qa < Qs whenever 
p <a, and for every CE~+, there is an a < h3 with {C - B: BE Qol> E 3+. Then 
3+ = uor& ‘Q/ 
Proof. A straightforward modification of the proof of Proposition 13.1 in [23]. 0 
Assume that 3 is nowhere h3-distributive. Fix Z E 3+/D such that Z is dense in 
(3+/g, <). Select a cardinal p so that p = 2” in case sat(3 I A) = (2”)+ for every 
AEz’,and2 <p < nAE3+ sat@ I A) otherwise. Then let Q. E M3,K for a < h3 satisfy 
the conditions (i)-(vi) of Proposition 2.14. Let p be a regular infinite cardinal with 
~Lh~.LetN,bethesetofallk~U~<~n~<~Q~ such that k(a) - k(p) E 3 whenever 
/I < CI. Then define 3, E P(n) by letting B E 3, if and only if (k E N,: 3cr E dom(k)(B n 
k(a) E 3)) is dense in (N,, c). 3, is easily seen to be an ideal over K with 3 _c 3, c P(tc). 
We have QM E MsLIK for every c1< ,u. For every C E 3: and every h E nrrcp QOI, 
{C - h(a): CI < p} n 3: # 0. Hence by Proposition 2.5, 3, is nowhere p-distributive. 
Let us now assume that sat(3 1 A) = (2”)+ for every A E cj+. Then clearly, 3: = 
{C E K: 38~ Ua</, QJB E C)}. H ence, if Z is v-closed for every infinite cardinal 
v < p, then (3: /3,, G) admits a dense subset hat is v-closed for every infinite cardinal 
v < p, and therefore ,U = h3, ( =k3, in case JC = w and 3 = [w] <,). If 3+ + (3+)2, then 
clearly 3: + (3:)2. 
We will finally show that if there is over some p < rc a (nowhere prime) ideal K that 
satisfies hK > tc, then there exists a (nowhere prime) rc-distributive ideal J over K. 
For the remainder of the section we let p, K and A, and J, for CI < ,U be as follows: 
(0) p is a regular infinite cardinal <K; 
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(1) K is a nowhere prime ideal over ,U such that p c K c P(p); 
(2) A, E [lc]“, and A, n A, = 0 for all /I < p with a # /?; 
(3) J, is a prime ideal over A, such that [A,] <’ E J, c P(A,). 
We define J E P(rc) by letting E E J if and only if {a < p: E n A, E J,’ > E K. 
It is immediate that J is an ideal over IC that satisfies IC E J c P(rc). Moreover, J is 
tall and nowhere prime and add(J) < add(K). Notice that if the set {E < p: 
add(J,) = A} belongs to K+ (respectively to K*), then add(J) is less than or equal to 
(resp. is equal to) I n add(K). 
Proposition 2.16. (i) h, = hx. 
(ii) Given an injinite cardinal p, (J+/J, Q) is p-closed $ and only if (K+/K, G) is 
p-closed. 
Proof. We will prove (i) and leave the (similar) proof of (ii) to the reader. We start 
by defining cp: J+ + K+ and $:K+ -+ J+ by letting ~(7’) = UareT A, and 
+(E) = {LY < ,u: E n A, E J,’ }. Let us now show that hJ 6 hK. Thus, let Qs E MK,p for 
/I < hK and Z E K+ be such that for every S E K+ n P(Z), there is a /I < hK with 
l(TeQp: SnTEK+}IB2. For each /l<hK, set Rg={q(E): EEQ~}. Clearly, 
R, E MJ,K. Now fix C E J+ n P(cp(Z)). We have e(C) Y& Z. Hence there are fi < hK and 
T,, T1 E Qp such that for each i < 2, $(C) n Ti E K+. Clearly, C n Cp(Ti) E J+ for each 
i<2.Thus,l(DERg:CnDEJ+)I>2. 
We will next show that hJ 2 hK. Thus, let v be a cardinal with 0 < v < hK, and let 
R, E M,,, for /I < v. For each j? < v, set Qg = {r++(D):  E RB}. It is readily checked that 
Qg E MK,p. Pick Q E MK,p so that for every ,!I < v, Q < Qs. Now set R = {cp(E): E E Q>. 
Given E E Q and p < v, there is a D E R, with E - $(D) E K. Then q(E) - D E J, as 
V(E) -D E UasE--~D,AauU,,EnJI(D) (A, - D). Thus, R < R, for all /I < v. 0 
Thus, assuming JC < h,,, cw, there exists a K-distributive nowhere prime ideal J over 
rc with IC E J c P(K). The existence of such ideals over larger (successor) cardinals can 
be obtained by combining Proposition 2.16 with the following result of Moti Gitik 
[ 111. Assume that ,U is P”+ “( p)-hypermeasurable, where n E CIA Then there is a generic 
extension of the universe where p is no longer measurable and there is a weakly 
selective (in fact normal) ideal K over p such that p E K c P(p) and (K+/K, <) is 
p+(“+l)-closed (and hK = p’(“+‘) ). Gitik [l l] also constructed models where p is 
measurable (or even supercompact) and there is a K as above. 
3. Almost x-distributive ideals 
We will follow Kastanas [17] and base our generalization to Ellentuck’s theorem 
[9] on two-person games. The approach will consist in eliminating any reference to 
the second player (see e.g. the definition of N3 in Section 5 and that of C3 in Section 6; 
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both are expressed solely in terms of player I). We now introduce a property 
(Proposition 3.1(i)) that will guarantee that this can be done (see Proposition 7.1). 
Proposition 3.1 shows that the property can be seen as a weak form of Ic-distributivity. 
In case add(3) = K the weakening is actually only apparent, as is shown by Proposi- 
tion 3.3. 
3 is almost K-distributive if given Qa E M3+ for u < K, there exists Q E M3.K with the 
following property: for every A E Q and every u E A, there is a B E Qa with A - B E 3. 
Proposition 3.1. The following are equivalent: 
(i) Let CE3+, and let cp:Z+nP(C)+~c and $:3+nP(C)+3+ be such that 
p(A) E A and II/(A) c A. Then there exists E E 3+ n P(C) such that for every CI E E, 
there is an A E 3+ n P(C) with q(A) = CI and E - $(A) E 3. 
(ii) 3 is almost x-distributive. 
(iii) Let C E 3+, and let Q. E MS,= for c1 E C. Then there exists Q E M3,c with the 
following property: for every A E Q and every CI E A, there is a B E Q. with A - B E 3. 
Proof. (i) -+ (ii): Assume (i), and let Qa E M3,K for c( < K. Fix C E 3+. Define 
(p:3+ n P(C) -+ K and $:3+ n P(C) -+ 3+ as follows. Put q(A) = n A. Choose 
BEQnAwithBnAE3+, and set +(A) = B. Let E E 3+ n P(C) be such that for every 
a E E, there is an A E 3+ n P(C) with q(A) = IX and E - $(A) E 3. Clearly, for every 
a E E, there is a B E Qn with E - B E 3. It is now easy to see that (ii) holds. 
(ii) -+ (iii): Assume (ii), and fix C E 3+ and Qa E M3,c for c( E C. Choose R, E M3+ for 
a E C with QDI c R,. Set R, = {K} for each a E IC - C. Select R E M3,K so that for every 
A E R and every CI E A, there is a B E R, with A - B E 3. Now put Q = 3+ n {A n C: 
AER).T~~~QEM,,,. Moreover for every A E Q and every tl E A, there is a B E Qar 
with A - B E 3. 
(iii) +(i): Assume (iii). Let C E 3+, and let (p:3+nP(C)-+x and $:3+n 
P(C) -+ 3+ be such that q(A) E A and $(A) E A. Given y E C, let S, be the set of all 
Q E D3,c such that for every B E Q, there exists A E 3+ n P(C) with q(A) = y and 
B E II/(A). Then let Q, be a maximal element of (S,, s), and select R, E M3,c with 
Q, c R,. Select Q E M3,c such that for every B E Q and every y E B, there is a D E R, 
with B - D E 3. Choose B E Q, and let h E nyeB R, be such that B - h(y) E 3. 
Set E = {a E B: h(a) E Q.}. We claim that B - E E 3. Suppose otherwise. Set 
y = cp(B - E). Then y E B and h(y) E R, - Q,. Moreover, $(B -E) - h(y)E3. It 
follows that Qyu {+(B - E) n h(y)} E S,, a contradiction. Hence, E E 3+. Given o! E E, 
there is an A E 3+ n P(C) with q(A) = CI and h(a) E $(A). Clearly, E - $(A) E 3. 0 
The remainder of the section is devoted to the problem of determining how much 
distributivity is implied by almost Ic-distributivity. 
Proposition 3.2. The following are equivalent: 
(i) 3 is p-distributive for every injnite cardinal p < K, and almost K-distributive. 
(ii) 3 is x-distributive. 
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PrOOf. (i) + (ii): Let Qa E M,,, for ~1 < K. Select R, E M3+ for c( < K so that R, 6 Qg for 
all c(, fl E K with fl d a. Pick Q E MCI+ such that for every A E Q and every a E A, there is 
a B E R, with A - B E 3. Clearly Q < Qor for every CI < K. 
(ii) + (i): Trivial. 0 
Proposition 3.3. Assume that 3 is almost Ic-distributive. Then h3 > add(S). 
Proof. Let Qm E M5.K for M < add(D). For every A E 3+, set ZA = {M < add(D): 
VB E Q,(A - B E S’)}. Let us assume that there exists C E 3+ such that ZA # 0 for all 
AE~+~P(C). Define cp:3+nP(C)+ti, $:3’nP(C)+3+ and x:3+nP(C)-+ 
add@) so that 
(i) X(A) = n ZA; 
(ii) $(A) 6 QXcAl; 
(iii) A n II/(A) E 3+; 
(iv) V(A) E A - ICI(A). 
SelectEE3+nP(C)andv]:E+3+ n P(C) so that for every /I E E, cp(q(/?)) = /I and 
E - $(q(/?)) E 3. Clearly, for every a E uaeE x(q( /I)), there is a B E Q. with E - B E 3. 
As ZE # 0, we have uBEE x(n(p)) < add(D). Hence there are HE 3+ n P(E) and 
c! E UPEE X(M)) such that x(q(P)) = CI for every fi E H. Given /I E H, we have 
H n $(11(p)) = 0 and E - Il/(q(p)) E 3, a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 3.4. Assuming K E {w, wI}, 3 is rc-distributive if and only if 3 is almost 
u-distributive. 
Proof. By Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. 0 
4. %(a, C, A) 
We now introduce the games that will be the main tool in our approach to the 
combinatorial theory of ideals. 
ForeachccEW+l,weset&=(3+)“xrc”x(3+)”. 
Let CI E (o + 1) - 1, and let a E [K] <O, C E 3+ and /i E 8, be given. We define the 
two-person game G-Ja, C,A) as follows: 
Each player makes CI moves. I starts by selecting A,, E 3+ n P(C); II then chooses 
GIN E {p E A,,: a s p} and B,, E 3+ n P(AO - (LX,, + 1)); I now picks AI E 3+ n P(Bo); 
II answers by playing CI~ E AI and B1 E 3’ n P(A1 - (aI + 1)); etc. 
I is said to win if (f, g, h) E A, where for every i < CI, f(i) = Ai, g(i) = Cli and h(i) = B,. 
Given W c [lc]‘“’ + ‘, we let G,(a, C, W) stand for Gs(a, C, {(f; g, h) E E”,: 
auran(g)E W}). 
In this section we establish some basic facts concerning these games. The ideal we 
are working with will not be assumed to satisfy any special property (with the 
exception of Proposition 4.5). We first observe that it is easy to ‘switch’ from player I 
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to player II. We will later (see Proposition 7.1) use distributivity to move in the other 
direction, that is from player II to player I. 
Proposition 4.1. Let a E (0 + 1) - 1, a E [K] <w, W S [IC]~+ + OL and C E 3+. Assume 
that I has a winning strategy in G,(a, C, W). Then II has a winning strategy in 
G&z, C’, [lc]l”l+” - W)for some C’ E 3’ n P(C). 
Proof. Let 0 be a winning strategy for I in G&z, C, W). We will define a winning 
strategy z for II in G,(a, o(O), [K] Ial+ CL - W). Let I’s successive moves be Ai for i < a. 
For each i < c(, put fii = (J {b E Ai: u c j?} and Bi = Ai - (fli + 1). NOW set 
(0) r(A,, ..., Aj)=(pj,a((Po,Bo),..., (flj, Bj))) for every j E u Cc; 
(1) +&, . . . . AUJ = (PuE,ByJ in case cI < 0. IJ 
Corollary 4.2. Let a E (w + 1) - 1, a E [K] <O, W z [K]‘“’ +” and C E 3+. Assume that 
for every A E 3+ n P(C), I has a winning strategy in G3(u, A, W). Then II has a winning 
strategy in G,(a, C, [lc]l”l + a - W). 
Proof. Using Proposition 4.1, define EA and z, for A E 3+ n P(C) so that EA E 3+ n 
P(A) and zA is a winning strategy for II in G-Ja,E,, [IC]‘“’ + a - W). We define 
a winning strategy r for II in G&z, C, [lc]l”l +” - W) by letting z(&, Ai,. . . , A,) = 
TA~(E.+,,AI,...,A~). 0 
We let C; be the set of all strategies for I in G3(0, C, &). 
Let GE C: and a~ [K]‘“. Given 6 E CI + 1, we let P& be the set of all 
(g, h) E IC’ x (3+)’ such that the following holds: g(0) E {b E o(O): a E /3} and 
h(O) c a(O) - (g(O) + 1); g(I) E MO), h(O)) and h(I) E MO), NO)) - (g(I) + I); etc. 
We define (a, o) E [lc]l”l + a by letting D E (a,~) if and only if there exists 
(g, h) E Pi,0 with D = a u run(g). 
We set P3 = {(a, a): a E [ic] <w and 0 E Zz}. 
Given 0, (T’ E C,O, we let CJ’ < c just in case a’(O) E o(O), CJ’(CI,,, B ) E (T(cL,,, B ), etc. 
It is immediate that < partially orders C,O. 
For each CJ E C,O, we set C,O 1 CT = {a’ E C,O: cr’ < CT>. 
Given A E 3+, we define [Al E C,O by letting [Al (0) = A and 
rAl((cr,,B,),...,(cri,Bi))=Bi. 
We observe that Z:lrAl = {c E C,W: o(0) E A}. 
The next proposition testifies to the Ramseyian character of our games, since it 
asserts the existence of a structured family of sets such that every subset of a fixed 
order type of any one of them satisfies the same given property. 
Proposition 4.3. There is an u: u,,(, + 1, _ 1 Cg + Zz with the following properties: 
(i) [D]” c (O,CJ) whenever CJ E C$ and D E (O,u(o)); (ii) u(a) < ofor all cr E C,O. 
Proof. Let c( E (w + 1) - 1 and c E C& We define u(c) as follows. We put 
u(g) = [o(O)] in case tl = 1. Let us now assume that a > 1. Let II successively play 
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(/Ii, Bi) for i < co. Put D = {pi: i < co}. Given a, b E [D] <OL, we set a < b just in case one 
of the following four conditions is satisfied: 
(i) a = 0 and b # 0. 
(ii) a, b # 0 and u a < u b. 
(iii) a,b # 0, U a = u b and (al > Ibl. 
(iv) a,b f 0, U a = U b, Ial = Ibl and a - {U a} < b - (U b}. 
It is easy to check that < linearly orders [D] <‘. For each b E [D] <’ - {0}, we let b- 
denote the greatest element of the set {u E [D] 7 a < b). We now define A, for 
a E [D] <’ and Cb for b E [D] CCL - (0) as follows: 
(0) Assume that b- = 0, or that U b- < U b, and let U b = Pk. Then Ch = Bk; 
(1) Cb = Ab- whenever b- # 0 and U b- = U b; 
(2) Ao = 40); 
(3) A&. ,B,,: = (7 ((Br,~co~~),(81,,Cra,,8,,~1, -aLci/3,,,. .8,,# whenever i0 E 
ir E . . . E ik E c(. 
Observe that Ab c A, whenever a, b E [D] <’ are such that a < b. Finally, set 
n(o)(O) = &, and 40)((Po,Bo), ... ,(Pi,Bi)) = A{p,). 0 
Given D E C,O, we let Q(U) be the set of all CJ’ E Z,O Ircr(O)] with the following 
property: there is a p: U, iw Pi,:! + 3’ such that for every i < o and every 
(9, h) E pzr~ > 
o’(MO), WV), . . .Y (g(i), &))I s 4MO),p(g I 1, h I l)), ... ,Mi), dg, h))). 
We let Y(a) be the set of all u’ E C,O Ire(O)] such that there is a p: U, <o Pi,:! + 3+ 
with the following property: for every i < w and every (g, h) E Pi,:?, p(g, h\ E h(i) and 
a’((s(O), h(O)), .. , (g(i), W)) z d(s(o), ds I 1, h I l)), ... ,Mi), p(g, 4))). 
Clearly, C,W ( CJ E Y(o) c Q(c). Notice that (a, o’) s (a, o) whenever r’ E Q(c) and 
a E [lc] co. 
Proposition 4.4. Let 0, cf E Z,W be such that o(O) n a’(0) E 3+. Then C,O I0 n Y(o’) # 0. 
Proof. Define c” E C,O as follows: o”(O) = o(O) n o’(O); a”(clO, B,) = CJ’(~,, ~(cI,,, B,)); 
cf’((ao,Bo),@~,B~)) = ~‘((~o,~(~o,~(~o,Bo)),(~~,~((~o~Bo),(~,,B,)))); 
etc. Clearly, a” E C,W I c7 n Y(d). 0 
Proposition 4.5. Let v be a cardinal such that add(3) > v > 0 and 3 is v-distributive. 
Furthermore, let rs E C,O, and let S, G C,W for y < v be such that for every 
A ~3+ nP(a(O)), S,nZlrAl # 0. Then ,W(~n(n~,~ (JTESz Y(z)) # 0. 
Proof. We define 0’ E C,W I CT as follows. For each y < v, set K, = {Q E D,,,,: Q E {z(O): 
z E S,}}, and let Q, be a maximal element of (K,, s). It is easy to verify that each 
Q, E MWOP SelectkEny<VQywithr)y<yk(Y)E3’,andseto’(O)=ny,yk(Y).Pick 
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cry E S, for y < v with a,(O) = k(y). NOW assume II successively plays (Cli, Bi) for i < co. 
For each i, put Hi = ~((a,,, B. ), . . . ,(ai,BJ). By induction on i, we define Et for y < v 
and gi as follows. Let Li be the set of all Q E D3,H, such that 
Q E (a,((clo,E,O),(crl,E:),...,(ai,B)): BE~+~P(H~>}, 
and let Qi be a maximal element of (Li, G). We easily have Qi E M3,H,. Select 
giErIyxyQ: with r),<,SdY)E3+, and choose El E 3+ n P(Hi) for y < v so that 
gi(Y) = oy((a~,EyO),(ar,E:), . . ..(ai.Ei)). We Put o’((aa,Bo), ... ,(ui,Bi)) = n,,, gi(Y). 
Clearly, 0’ E C,O 1 (T n 0, < y Y(q). 0 
Lemma 4.6. Let Ai s zZi for i < O, and let 
A = {(f,g,h) E 8,: 3 < o((f 1 i,g 1 i, h 1 i) E Ai)}. 
Then G,(a, C, A) is determined for all a E [K] <” and C E 3+. 
Proof. Fix a E [K] co and C E 3+. Assume I has no winning strategy in Gs(a, C, A). 
We will define a winning strategy r for II in G,(a, C, A). Suppose I’s successive moves 
are Ai for i < co. We choose Ui and Bi for i < w SO that for every i, I has no winning 
strategy in G,(a u {aj: j 6 i},&,c), where c is defined as follows: (f,g, h) E & if and 
only if (f’, g’, h’) E A, where for each j 6 i, f’( j) = Aj, g’(j) = Clj and h’(j) = Bj, and 
for each r > &f’(r) =f(r - i - l), g’(r) = g(r - i - 1) and h’(r) = h(r - i - 1). Then 
put r(&) = (ao,&),r(&,A,) = (al,&), etc. Cl 
5. N3 
The collection of nowhere Ramsey sets consists of all those subsets of [o]” that are 
nowhere dense in the Ellentuck topology. To generalize the notion to arbitrary ideals 
we will rely on games rather than on topology. By a result of [17], our definition is 
equivalent o the one given above in case 3 = [w] <O. 
Let N3 be the set of all W E [K]” such that for every a E [K] <w and every C E 3+, 
I has a winning strategy in G3(a, C, [lc]” - W). 
Proposition 5.1. Given W E [K-I”, the following are equivalent: 
(i) WENT. 
(ii) For every (a, o) E P3, there is a 6’ E X3” ) c with (a, 0’) n W = 0. 
Proof. (i) -+ (ii): Let a E [K] co and c E Zg be given. Then I has a winning strategy cr’ in 
G,(a, a(O), [rc]O - W). By Proposition 4.4, there is a cr” E C,O 10 such that (a, a”) E 
(a, a’). Clearly (a, u”) n W = 0. 
(ii) + (i): Straightforward. 0 
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Proposition 5.2. Assume that W E N3. Then for every a E [IC] cm and every C E 3+, II 
has a winning strategy in G3(a, C, W). 
Proof. By Corollary 4.2. 0 
We will see later (Proposition 8.1) that the converse of Proposition 5.2 holds in case 
3 is almost k-distributive. 
Proposition 5.3. N3 is an ideal over [K]“. 
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 5.1. IJ 
One way to describe N3 is to give the values of the cardinals that are associated 
with it. Let us start by considering add(N,) and cov(N,). 
Proposition 5.4. add(N,) 2 RI. 
Proof. Let W, E N3 for n < o. Given a E [K] cm and C E 3+, we will define a winning 
strategy c for I in G,(a, C, n,,, ([K]” - W,)). Let ~a be a winning strategy for I in 
G,(a, C, [K]” - W,,), and set o(O) = aa( Let II successively play (ai, BJ for i < co. Set 
AS=B,foreachi<w.ForeachkEO,definea,+,andA:+,fork~icosothat 
(0) A:+ 1 = ck((ak, A$), . . .) (ai, AL)); 
(1) rrk+i is a winning strategy for I in G-Ja u {Ej:j < k}, At+l, [K]” - W,,,). 
Then set 4b0,&), . . ..(E~.&)) = ++1(O). Cl 
Let us assume for a while that rc = w. If the Continuum Hypothesis holds, then of 
course by Proposition 5.4, add(N,) = K,( =cov(N3)). The computation of add(N,) is 
more arduous in the absence of CH, and we are only able to carry it out in some 
special cases (see Corollary 10.5 and Proposition 10.21). The following provides an 
upper bound. 
Proposition 5.5. Assume that add(Z) = HO. Then add(N,) < b n s. 
Proof. Pick A, E 3 for n < w with u, < w A, E 3+. Define k: u, <o A,, -+ w by letting 
k(a) = n {n E w: c1 E A,}. Given x E [rc]“, we definef,:w * o by settingf,(p) = 0 in 
case e&MU,,, A,,, andf,(p) = k(e,(p)) otherwise. 
Let us show that add(N,) < 6. Given g E w”, put 
W,= XE[K]?X~ u A,E[K]<~ u {x E CJCI”: {P E w:.fAd G g(p)} E c(jJ1->. 
?I<0 
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Given a E [K] cm and C E 3+, we define a winning strategy 0 for I in G,(a, C, W,) as 
follows. In case C - u,, < o A, E 3+, set 0 = r C - u,, < w AnI. Otherwise put 
a(0)=(Cn~~A.)-~~,~,iA.anda((o,,B,),....(~i.Bi)) 
=Bi- u A,. 
m $ g(lal + I + 1) 
Thus, [rc]” - W, e N3 for every g E oO. Now let F c co”’ be such that for everyfe ow, 
there is a g E F with {n:f(n) Q g(n)} E Co]“. Clearly, 
n W, = XE [K]“: xn u A,E [ic]‘” . 
gcF i tl<w I 
Let us now show that add(N,) d s. For each n < co, put E, = A, - U,,, A,,,. 
Given D E [o]“, set 
ZD = {XE [lc]“: ran(fJ E [WI” and {ran(Q n D, run(fJ - D} n [co] cm # 0} 
and WD={xE[tcIW:xnU,,, A,, E [K] 4w} u ZD. Given a E [K] <@ and C E 3+, we 
define a winning strategy 0 for I in G&z, C, W,) as follows. In case C n U, < w A, E 3, 
put o=rc- u,<, An-j. Assuming that Cn UneD E, E3+, we set a(O) = 
Cn LD E, and a((~+,, B ), . . . , (ai, Bi)) = Bi - IJ, ~ kfa,j E,. Finally, assume that 
Cn UnoD E,E~ and CnUneo_D E,E~+. Then set o(O)= CnUnEm_-DE, and 
o((aO,BO), *..,(&~~i)) = 4 - Urn</+) E,. Thus [rc]” - W, E N3 for every D E Co]“. 
Now let X E [o]” be such that for every A E [co]“, there is a DE X with 
{AnD,A-D}c[w]“.Clearly,n,E,WD={x~[lc]”:xnU,,,A,E[lc]‘“}. 0 
Proposition 5.6. Assume that add(S) > Ko. Then udd(N,) < add@). 
Proof. Select A, E 3 for CI < add@) with U, <add(3J A, E 3+. For each y < add@), set 
WY={x~[fcIW: xnUaGy A,E[K]~}. Given ~<udd(3), UE[K]“~ and CE~+, 
r C - U, d y A,,1 is a winning strategy for I in G&r, C, [K]” - W,). Thus W, E N3 for 
all y < add(D). However (0, U, < add(3j A,) E U, < addt3J W,, and so I has no winning 
strategy in %(O, U, < ndd(3j A,, CKI” - U, < sddc3j W,). Thus, U, < addc3) K 4 &. 0 
It follows from the next two propositions that if rc > o, 3 is K-distributive and 
add@) = IC, then udd(N,) = cou(N,) = K. 
Proposition 5.7. Assume that h3 2 add(S) > Ko. Then add(N,) = add@). 
Proof. By Proposition 5.6, it is enough to show that udd(N,) 2 add@). Thus, let v be 
an infinite cardinal <add@), and let W, E N3 for y < v. Fix a E [rc] co and 0 E Zi. For 
each y < v, set S, = (r E x,0: <a~) n W, = 01. By Proposition 5.1, each S, is dense in 
(x,0, <). Hence, by Proposition 4.5, one can find 0’ E C,O 10 and a,, E S,, for y < v such 
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that DIE fly<” Y(q). For each y < v, we clearly have (a, a’) E (a, aY ). Hence, 
(aYa’)nUy<y W, = 0. Thus, by Proposition 5.1, u, <y W,, E N3. c] 
Proposition 5.8. Assuming IC > w, cou(N,) < K. 
Proof. Set W, = [u]~ for every c( < K. Clearly, each W, E N3. We have 
u a<KK=Cdm. 0 
Notice that by Propositions 5.4 and 5.8, we have add(N,) = cou(N,) = rc in case 
K = 01. 
Let us observe that if cov(3) = KO, then by the proof of Proposition 5.5, 
cou(N,) < b n s. If cou(3) > tCO and co@) = &d(3), then by the proof of Proposi- 
tion 5.6, cou(N,) < add(D). 
Proposition 5.9. Assuming K = co, cou(N,) Q x3. 
Proof. The result is immediate from the observation that for every Q E M3,_ 
W, EN,, where W, = {E E [co]“: {E - B: BE Q} E [co]“}. 0 
We next turn to non(N,). In case K > o, we have by the next proposition and 
Proposition 1.10 that non(N,) = K if we assume that ~~~ = K. That assumption cannot 
be omitted, as is shown by Proposition 5.11. 
Proposition 5.10. non(N,) 2 v3. 
Proof. Let W G [K]” be such that W $ N3. Pick a E [rc] co and C E 3+ so that I has 
no winning strategy in G&C, [rc]” - W). Given Q E MS+, select BE Q with 
CnBEZ’.Wehavethat(a,rCnB])nW #O.HencethereisanAE Wsuchthat 
A - I3 E [K] <O. 0 
Proposition 5.11. Assume that co@) = Ho. Then d < non(N,). 
Proof. Pick A, E 3 for n < o with u, < w A, = K. Now let W E [K]” be such that 
1 WI < d. Given x E W, define fX:o -+ o by letting f,(p) = n {n E w: e,(p) E A,}. 
Find g E w” such that {p: g(p) >I&)} E [co]” for all x E W. Given a E [K] <” and 
C E 3+, we define a winning strategy c for I in G3(a, C, [rc]” - W) by letting o(O) = 
c - U < s(lal) A,anda((a,,Bo),...,(ai,Bi))=Bi- Un<g(lol+r+ljA”. q 
Assuming rc = o, we will have from Propositions 10.10 and 5.11 that non(N,) = din 
case 3 is a prime weak P-point with cof(3) < d. Here is another case where we can 
determine the value of non(N,). 
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Proposition 5.12. Assume that IC = w and 3 is everywhere feeble. Then non(N,) = 2’0. 
Proof. By Propositions 1.13 and 5.10. 0 
6. Ccc 
The beginning of this section runs in some sense parallel to that of the previous 
section. This time we deal with a generalization to arbitrary ideals of the notion of 
completely Ramsey set, which first appeared in [29]. Here again our definition is 
formulated in terms of games. The basic idea, which is to work with strategies rather 
than with sets (of numbers), is clear from Proposition 6.1 (and from the similar 
Proposition 5.1). Our definition is equivalent o that of [29] in case 3 = [o] <w (see 
[17] and Proposition 10.23). 
Let C3 be the set of all W E [K]” such that the following holds: given a E [rc] <w and 
C E 3+, either I has a winning strategy in G,(a, C, W), or else I has a winning strategy 
in Gs(a, C, [K-I” - W). 
Notice that N3 s Cg. 
Proposition 6.1. Given W E [ICI”, the following are equivalent: 
(i) W E C3. 
(ii) For every (a, o) E P3, there is a 0’ E .Zi 1 B such that either (a, a’) E W, or else 
(a,a’) n W = 0. 
Proof. An easy modification of the proof of Proposition 5.1. 0 
Proposition 6.2. Let W E C3. Then G,(a, C, W) is determined for every a E [K] cm and 
every C E 3+. 
Proof. Fix a E [rc] 4o and C E 3+. First suppose there is an A E 3+ n P(C) such that 
I has a winning strategy in G,(a, A, W). Then clearly I has a winning strategy in 
G,(a, C, W). Now suppose otherwise. Then for every A E 3+ n P(C), I has a winning 
strategy in GS(a, A, [IC]~ - W). Hence by Corollary 4.2, II has a winning strategy in 
G& C, W). •I 
We will see in Section 8 that the implication of Proposition 6.2 can be reversed in 
case 3 is almost K--distributive. 
We now turn to the question of the computation of add(&). Corollary 9.8 will show 
that the problem can be reduced to that of the determination of add(N,) in case 3 is 
K-distributive. Here we present a (pretty low) lower bound and an upper bound, that 
are both obtained without any extra assumption on 3. 
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Proposition 6.3. add(C3) 3 K,,. 
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 6.1. 0 
Proposition 6.4. There is a W G [K]” such that for every (a, a) E P3, (a, a) n W # 0 
and (a,a) - W # 0. 
Proof. Pick Q c [K]” so that 
(i) AnBEIK]‘WforallA,BEQwithA#B. 
(ii) For every C E [rc]“, there is an A E Q with A n C E [K]“. Given A E Q, let Bt for 
y < 2No be a one-to-one enumeration of [A]“. Then select Q,” E [Et]” for y < 2’” so 
that 
(0) IQ,“1 = 2’0. 
(1) DnEEIByA]<UforallD,EeQtwithD#E. 
(2) For every E E [IS;“]“, there is a D E Q,” with D n E E [$I”. 
Now define EfY for i < 2 and y < 2’0 so that 
(al Et, Z Et,. 
(bl E:‘, E Q:'. 
(c) 1 Ef6 - Et? 1 = No whenever j < 2 and 6 < y. 
Finally, set W = u, Ee {auE&: a E [K] co and y < 2*0}. Let (a, a) E P3. By Proposi- 
tion 4.3, there is a a’ E Cg I a such that for every D E (0, a’), [D]” E (0, a). Fix 
D~(O,a’)witha~~D,andletA~Qandy<2KabesuchthatDnA=B~.As 
E~~cDforeachi<2,wehaveauE~,E(a,a)nWandauE;t,E(a,a)- W. 0 
Corollary 6.5. There is a W E [K]~ such that for every (a, a) E P3, (a, a) n W $ C3. 
Proof. Let W be as in the statement of Proposition 6.4, and assume there is an 
(a, a) E P3 with (a, a) n W E C3. Then by Proposition 6.1, there is a a’ E C,O I a such 
that either (~,a’) Y& (~,a) n W, or else (a,a’) n ((~,a) n W) = 0. Then clearly, 
either (~,a’) E W, or else (a,a’) n W = 0, a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 6.6. add(N,) 2 add(C,). 
Proof. Pick W, E N3 for a < add(N,) with u, < add(N,) W, $ N3. If u, < addfNsJ W, $ C3, 
we are done. So assume otherwise. Then there is an (a,a) E P3 with (a, a) E 
u a cadd(N3) W,. By Corollary 6.5, there exists W E (a,a) with W 6 C3. Now 
W, n W E N3 for every a, but U, < add(N3j (W, n WI $ G. 0 
The main result of this section is Proposition 7.3, which is the key to the results in 
the next section. Proposition 7.3 generalizes Lemma 7.2, from which it is derived. Our 
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proof of the lemma is based on Proposition 7.l(ii), which explains why 3 is assumed 
throughout to be almost K-distributive. It is however open whether the conclusion of 
Lemma 7.2 may ever hold in case 3 is not almost rc-distributive. 
Proposition 7.1. The following are equivalent: 
(i) ZS is almost n-distributive. 
(ii) Let cc~~+l, and let AS& satisfy the following: given (f,g, h) E A and 
(f’, g, h’) E % - ,4, there is an i < a such that (f(i) -f’(i)) u (h(i) - h’(i)) E 3+. Fur- 
thermore, let a E [JC] cm and C E 3+, and assume that II has a winning strategy in 
G-Ja, CA). Then I has a winning strategy in G,(a, C’,E”, - A) for every 
C’ E 3+ n P(C). 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Assume that 3 is almost rc-distributive. Let z be a winning strategy for 
II in G3(a, CA), and let C’ E 3+ n P(C). We are going to define a winning strategy 
(r for I in G,(a, C’, E, - /1). Consider a play of G3(a, C’,Ea - _4), with II’s successive 
moves being (Bi, Bi) for i < a. Using Proposition 3.1, we define for each i < c(, Ai E 3+ 
and qi,$i SO that 
(i) (p0:3+ n P(C’) + tc, lc10 : 3+ n P(C’) + 3+ and (cp,@),+@)) = r(D); 
(ii) ‘~,+i : 3+ n P(Bj n $j(Aj)) -+ IC, $j+ 1: 3+ n P(Bj n $j(Aj)) + 3+ and (qj+ r(O), 
$j+l(D)) =z(AO~~~~~Aj~D); 
(iii) Ei E dom(qi), and for every j3 E Ei, there is an A E dom(cpi) with vi(A) = /I and 
Ei - $i(A) E -3; 
(iv) A0 c C’ and Aj+ 1 E Bj n $j(Aj); 
(v) Bi = cpi(Ai) and Ei - $i(Ai) E 3. 
Then set O(O) = Eo and 0((/?0, B,), . . . , (pi, Bj)) = Ej+ 1. 
(ii) j(i): Assume that (ii) holds, and let Qg E M3+ for fi < JC. Define n s E1 by 
letting (f, g, h) E _4 if and only if for every D E Qscoj, h(0) - D E 3+. Given C E 3+, II has 
an obvious winning strategy in GS(O, CA). Hence, I has a winning strategy in 
$40, C, Ei - /1). Then for every j? E a(O), there is a D E Qp such that a(O) - D E 3. 
Therefore, 3 is almost K-distributive. 0 
Given 0 E C,O, c1 E o and (g, h) E PZI;,, we define 0 1 (g, h) E Z,O as follows. In case 
tx = 0, put (T 1 (g, h) = cr. Otherwise let 
c lb, MO) = 4MO), h(O)), . .. ,(sb - 11, h(a - 1))); 
~l(g,Wo,Bo) = 4MO)>W’)), . . ..(s@ - l),W - l)),(Bo,Bo)); 
etc. 
We will often write cr I (g(O), h(0)) instead of c I (g, h) in case CI = 1. 
Given (a, a), (a’, o’) E P3, we put (a’, o’) < (a, o) if and only if there is a (g, h) E 
u ix E o Pi,c such that a’ = a u ran(g) and 0” E @((r I(g, h)), where c” E C,W is defined by 
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letting o”(O) = {fi E a’(0): a s j?} and 
a”((BO,BO),...,(Bi,Bi)) = o’((Bo,B,),...,(Bi,Bi)). 
It is not difficult to check that < is a transitive relation over P3. We observe that 
(a’, 0’) < (a, a) implies (a’, a’) E (a, a). Notice that (a, a’) < (a, a) whenever 
cr’ < cr. 
Lemma 7.2. Assume that 3 is almost n-distributive. Let X E P3 be open and dense in 
(P3, <), and let a E [K] cm and C E ci+. Then there is a a E C,O 1[Cl with the following 
property: for every (g, h) E P&, there is an i < o such that 
(auran(gIi),al(gIi,hIi))EX. 
Proof. Define A E & by letting (J; g, h) E A if and only if for some i < co, there is 
a aE KY IV(i)1 such that (a u ran(g I i), a) E X. We claim that II has no winning 
strategy in G&r, C, A). Suppose otherwise. Let (f, g, h) E A and (f’, g, h’) E 8, be given 
such that for every i < w,f(i) -f’(i) E 3. Select i < o and a0 E C,O I [f(i)] such that 
(auran(gIi),ao)EX. Define a1 EC: by letting a1 (0) = so(O) nf’(i) and 
al((a0,BoX . . . p(a,pBi)) = ao((ao, B,), . . . ,(a,,Bi)). Clearly, al(O) sf’(i) and (au 
ran(g I i), a1 ) E X. Thus, (f’, g, h’) E A. Hence by Proposition 7.1, there is a winning 
strategy a2 for I in Ga(a, C,B, - A). Since, X is dense in (P3, <), there are 
(r>v)E u,.,p:,, and a3 E @(a2 I(t, v)) such that (a u run(t), a3 ) E X, which yields 
a contradiction. By Lemma 4.6, G3(a, C, A) is determined. Hence there is a winning 
strategy a4 for I in G,(a, C, A). Let us now define a E Z,O. Let II successively play 
(ai, Bi) for i < co. Proceed as follows. First assume that there is a r E C,O I r a4(0)1 with 
(a,r) E X. Then put a(0) = r(O) and 
a((ao,Bo), . . . . (ai, Bi)) = 7(@0, Bo), . . . , (ai, Bi)). 
Now assume otherwise. We set a(0) = ad(O). In case there is a r E C~lra4(ao,Bo)l 
with (a u {ao}, z) E X, set a(ao, B,) = z(O) and 
a((ao,BO),(al,B1),... ,(ai,Bi)) = $h,&), .ll ,(@i,&)). 
Otherwise put a(ao, B,) = a4(ao, B,); etc. a is easily seen to be as desired. 0 
Let us observe the following. Let a E C,O, and let a’ E @(a). Furthermore, let 
p:U,<oP:,;? +3+ be such that for every i < o and every (g, h) E Pi,:!, 
a’((sC-3 h(O)), . .. , (g(i), h(i))) E a(MO), As I 1, h I l)), . . . ,(di), dg, h))). 
Then for every i < o and every (g, h) E Pk,L!, a’ I (g, h) E @(a I (g, t)), where for every 
j < i, t(j) = p(glj + 1, hl j + 1). 
Proposition 7.3. Assume that 3 is almost tc-distributive. Let X G P3 be open and dense 
in (P3, <), and let a E [K] Co and a E C,O. Then there is a a’ E C,O I a with the following 
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property: for every (g, h) E P&,, there is an i < w such that (a uran(g) i), 
o’I(gIi,hli))EX. 
Proof. By Lemma 7.2, one can find z E C,W Ire(O)] such that for every (g, h) E P& 
there is an i < w with (a u ran(g 1 i), z I (g I i, h I i)) E X. We define 6’ E C,W as follows. 
Put o’(O) = z(O). Suppose II’S successive moves are (Mi, B,) for i < CD. Let Ai and Ei for 
i < w be such that 
(0) A0 = z(O) and E0 = a(O); 
(1) Ej+r = O((“O, B0)9 ..f 9 tccj, Bj)); 
(2) Aj+l =z((ao,El),...,(aj,Ej+,)). 
Set o’((ao,Bo), . . . ,(aj,Bj)) = Aj+l. Define h,h’ E (3+)” and 9 E ICO by letting 
h(i)=-Q+i, h’(i) = Bi and g(i) = Cl{. For each i < CO, (a u ran(g I i), z I(9 I i, h 1 i)) E X 
implies (a u ran(g I i), o’ I (g I i, h I i)) E X. Thus rr’ is as desired. 0 
We conclude the section by showing that in case add(3) = K, two quantifiers can be 
exchanged in the conclusion of Proposition 7.3, which yields a stronger result. The 
proof is based on the following modified version of Lemma 7.2. 
Lemma 7.4. Assume that 3 is tc-distributive and add(D) = tc. Let X E P3 be open and 
dense in (5, G), and let o E C,O and j E K. Then there is a o’ E C,O Ia with the following 
property: for every a E [p] <w and every (g, h) E P&,, there is an i < o such that 
(auran(gIi), a’I(gli,hli))EX. 
Proof. For each a E [b] <O, let S, be the set of all z E C,O such that for every 
(g, h) E P& there is an i < CO with (a u ran(g 1 i), z I (g I i, h I i)) E X. By Proposition 7.3, 
each S, is dense in (C,O, , <). Now use Proposition 4.5 to find G’ E C,Ol r~ n 
((7 UreS. aECB1'W Y(z)). It is not difficult to verify that 0’ is as desired. 0 
Proposition 7.5. Assume that 3 is tc-distributive and add(Z) = JC. Let X E P3 be open 
and dense in (P3, <), and let o E C,W. Then there is a o’ E Z,W ICT such that the following 
holds: for every a E [IC] <* and every (g, h) E P&,, there is an i < w with (a u ran(g I i), 
o’I(gli,hli))EX. 
Proof. We define (T’ as follows. We put a’(0) = a(O). Let II play (cro,Bo). Use 
Lemma 7.4 to find z E C,Ol (al (ao,B,)) such that for every b E [a0 + l] co and 
every (9, h) E Pcir there is an i<w with (buran(gIi), z\(gli,hli))EX. We 
let G’ I (ao, B,) = 7. 0 
8. N3 and C3 
We will now build upon our preliminary work to obtain our main combinatorial 
results: characterizations of N5 and Cg, and closure of C5 under operation A (see 
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Section 0 for a definition of this property). The results of this section will all be refined 
in the next section, but there we will usually assume more. 
It stands out that (iii) in Proposition 8.3 (or in Proposition 8.1) lacks a certain 
degree of naturalness, as the definition of d is too cumbersome. It would clearly be 
desirable to replace d by a transitive relation with a simpler definition. Our solution 
(in the next section) to this problem will consist in modifying both the definition of 
Pz and that of <. The fact remains that < does the job. We feel moreover that the 
equivalence between (i) and (iii) in Proposition 8.3 (or in Proposition 8.1) is in some 
sense more basic than the more elegant results of Sections 9 and 10. 
Another (major) problem is that we are unable to determine whether P3 E C3 holds 
in all cases. 
As for the assumption (of almost rc-distributivity) that is used throughout this 
section, we do not know whether it can be weakened. 
Proposition 8.1. Assume that 3 is almost n-distributive. Then given W E [tc]“, the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) W E N3. 
(ii) For every a E [K] <w and every C E 3+, II has a winning strategy in G,(a, C, W). 
(iii) {(a, a) E P3: (a, a) n W = 0} is dense in (P3, <), 
Proof. (i) --) (ii): By Proposition 5.2. 
(ii) + (iii): Assume (ii), and fix (a,o) E P3. By Proposition 7.1, there is a 
a’~Z~]r6(0)] with ( a,o’) n W = 0. By Proposition 4.4, there is a 0” E C,O 1 CT with 
(a,#) E (a,a’). Clearly, (a,a”) < (a,a), and (a,a”) n W = 0. 
(iii) -+ (i): Set X = {(a, a) E P3: (a, a) n W = O}. X is clearly open in (P3, 6). Let us 
assume that X is dense in (P3, <). Fix a E [tc] Co and C E 3+. By Lemma 7.2, one can 
findaEC,“lrC] such that for every (g, h) E P;,, there is an i < w with (a u ran(g 1 i), 
a I (g I i, h I i)) E X. Then a is a winning strategy for I in G,(a, C, [rc]” - W). Thus, 
WEN,. 0 
We again remark that an exchange of quantifiers (this time in (ii) of Proposition 5.1) 
is possible in case add(D) = K. 
Proposition 8.2. Assume that 3 is n-distributive and add(D) = K. Then given W E [K]“, 
W E N3 if and only iffor every a E C,W, there is a a’ E C,W I a with U,, cK, <w (a, a’) n 
w =o. 
Proof. By Propositions 5.1, 8.1 and 7.5. 0 
Proposition 8.3. Assume that 3 is almost K-distributive. Then given W c [In]“, the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) W E C3. 
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(ii) For every a E [JC] <w and every C E 3+, GJ(a, C, W) is determined. 
(iii) {(a, o) E P3: (a, a) E W or (a, a) n W = 0} is dense in (P3, <). 
Proof. (i) + (ii): By Proposition 6.2. 
(ii) + (iii): The proof is essentially the same as that of (ii) -+ (iii) in Proposition 8.1. 
(iii) --+ (i): Assume (iii), and fix a E [K] <w and C E 3+. By Lemma 7.2, one can find 
0 E .X,0 1r Cl such that for every (g, h) E P&, there is an i < w with (a u ran(g 1 i), 
o 1 (g 1 i, h I i)) E X. We claim that G,(a, a(O), W) is determined. Let us assume that 
I has no winning strategy in G,(a, o(O), W). We will define a winning strategy z for II in 
G3(a, o(O), W). Consider a play of G,(a, a(O), W) where I’s successive moves are Ai for 
i < o. Define g E {M E K: a E GI}~, h E (Z’S+)” and h’ E (3+)” so that for every i -c o, 
(0) g(i) E Ai; 
(1) h’(i) E Ai - (g(i) + 1); 
(2) I has no winning strategy in G3(a u {g(j): j < i),h’(i), W); 
(3) h(i) = o((g(O), h’(O)), .. . , (g(i), h’(i))). 
Then set z(&, . . . , Ai) = (g(i), h(i)). Suppose a u ran(g) E W. Since (g, h’) E P:,, one 
can find i < w such that (a u ran(g 1 i), (r I (g I i, h’ 1 i)) E X. Clearly (a u ran(g I i), 
(T ) (g I i, h’ I i)) c W. We have i > 0, since otherwise 0 would be a winning strategy for 
I in G3(a, a(O), W). But then c 1 (g I i, h’ I i) is a winning strategy for I in G,(a u ran(g I i), 
h’(i - l), W), a contradiction. 
By the claim and Proposition 7.1, I has a winning strategy in one of the following 
two games: G&z, a(O), W), G&z, o(O), [K]” - W). Then clearly, either I has a winning 
strategy in G&z, C, W), or else I has a winning strategy in G&z, C, [K]” - W). Hence 
WE&. 0 
The following should be compared with Proposition 6.1. 
Proposition 8.4. Assume that 3 is rc-distributive and add(D) = K. Then given W c [K]“, 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) W E Ca. 
(ii) For every IS E C,W, there is a 0’ E C,Wlo with the following property: given 
(g, h) E P& and a E [g(O) + l] <O, either (a, r~’ I (g, h)) E W, or else (a, (T’ 1 (g, h)) n 
w = 0. 
Proof. (i) --+ (ii): Assume that W E C3. Given r~ E C,W, we define 0’ as follows. We let 
a’(O) = o(O). Now let II play (q,, B,). For each a E [a,, + l] co) let S, be the set of all 
z E C,O such that either (a, z) c W, or else (a, z) n W = 0. Use Proposition 4.5 to find 
~“EC3WI(~I(C(0,Bo))n(no.,,,+,,cw UTEs. Y(z)). Then put 0’ I (ao, B,) = 0”. 
(ii) -+ (i): Straightforward. 0 
Let us observe that Proposition 9.7 will supersede the next proposition in the case 
K = w. 
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Proposition 8.5. Assume 3 is almost K-distributive. Let p be a cardinal with 0 < ,u < 
K1*add(3), and let Wxf &for x E U,,, p”. Then UfapO n,,, VI,,, E C3. 
Proof. LetnEW,andletxECL”.PutT,=U{nklwW/,,:f~~”andxcf}.Clearly, 
T, = u,,, Tx,t,,,,j. Notice that T,, = ufe,_ n,,, I+,,,. We define Y, c P3 by let- 
ting (a, a> E Y, if and only if {a’, a’) n TX # 0 for all (a’,a’) E P3 with 
{a’, a’) < {a, a>. We then let X, be the set of all (a,a) E P3 such that either 
(a,a> n TX = 0, or else (a& e WK) n U,,, Yxv{tn,rlj. 
Let us show that X, is dense in (P3, <). Thus let (a,a) E PD. Let us first suppose 
that there are y E p and {a’, 0’) d (a, g> with (~‘,a’> E Y,,{,,,,,l. By Proposition 6.1, 
there is a 0” E E,Ol g’ such that either (a’,#) G W,, or else (a’,o”> n W, = 0. We 
have <a’, 0 n T,, ((n,y)) Z 0 and T,, :(sv)) G I+‘,. Thus, <a’,+ E J’(K) n Y,,{(n,rl). 
Moreover, (a’, a”) 6 (a,~). Let us now suppose that for every 6 E p and every 
0, n> < (a, a>, 0, ‘I) $ Y,, t(n,6):. Given 6 E ,u, define Zt G PJ by letting (b, q) E 2: if 
and only if either (b, q) and (a, o} are incompatible in (P3, <), or else (b, q) < (a, o) 
and (b,rl) n T.xui(n.a)) = 0. 2: is easily seen to be dense and open in (P3, <). Hence 
given (b, q> d (a, o), there is by Proposition 7.3, q’ E C,W 1 ye with the following prop- 
erty: for every (g, h) E P&, there is an i < cc) such that (b u run(g 1 i), 
11’ 1 (g 1 i, h 1 i)) E Z$ It is clear that (b,q’) n TxUI,,,,) = 0. Thus, setting Sd = (r E C,O: 
<a, r> n T,, {(,,,6)} = 01, we have that Ss n c,O 1 q # 0 for every q E E,W 1 CT. Hence, in case 
add(D) > K0 Propositions 4.5 and 3.3 can be used to find p E Egld n 
(0, < p 0, E s6 W)). Clearly, <a, P> n TX = 0.1 n case add(D) = K,, we define r E Ej 1 CT 
as follows. Let no E C,O 10 be such that (u,7t0) n T,, ;(n,o,j = 0, and set r(O) = q,(O). 
Let II successively play (pi, Ci) for i < w. Define &+ 1 for k < co SO that 
(a) in case k + 1 2 fi, nk+ 1 = nk 1 (pk, ck); 
(b) in case k + f < p, &+ 1 d nk ) (bk, c,) and 
Then set z((p&J), “., (j?&J) = &+1(o). Clearly, (U,T> n TX = 0. 
Now fix (d, 0) E P3, and assume that (d’, 0’) n T,, # 0 whenever (d’, 0’) Q (d, 0). 
We are going to define x E C,O 119. Let (q, Bi) for i < co be the successive moves of II. 
Using Proposition 7.3, we define aj, tj, Uj and Vj for j < w, p E @ and q E m” so that 
(0) ~,d;phc,oIr{p~~: d Q}l; 
(11 Oj+l Ez3WITj; 
(2) do) = 0 and q(j) < q(j + 1); 
t3) uj:!?(.i + l) - 4(j) + K is such that uj(r) = q(,,) + r; 
(4) vj:q(j + 1) - q(j) + 3+ is such that Vi(r) = B4(J)+r; 
(9 rj = aj I (Uj, vj); 
(6) for every (g, h) E P,“,,,,. t _= sc,j~,a,, there is an i < w with 
<d u (a,: t < q(j)) u rank I 9, gj I Cg I 6 h f i)> E Xpi,; 
(7) Cd” (~1 t < q(j + l)),rj) EP(W~I,)” Yp/(j+ I); 
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(8) if q(j) < i < q(j + l), then 
(dU iat: t < il~~jI(UjIG - d_i)),Vjl(i - 4(j))))~P(Wpl,)n LJ y(plj)u((j,<)}. 
tell 
We put ~(0) = so(O), and x((Q, &I), . . .T (ai, Bi)) = aj((aq(j,, Bq(,))y . . .y (gt, Bi)) whenever 
q(j) < i < q(j + 1). It is clear that d u {ai: i < o} E nj_ WpIj. Thus (d,~) E T,,. 
Hence by Proposition 8.3, To E C3. 0 
Corollary 8.6. Assume that 3 is almost K-distributive and add(D) > No. Then 
add(&) = add(N,). 
Proof. By Propositions 6.6, 3.3, 5.7 and 8.5. 0 
9. Gj(a, C, W) 
We will now see that the results of Section 8 can be recast in more elegant 
formulations. We will however have to leave out the case where our ideal 3 is almost 
K-distributive but not rc-distributive, and such that add(D) = K,, . We recall that we do 
not know whether such ideals can ever exist. 
We first introduce the following new game. 
Letabeanordinalwitho~a>O.GivenaE[~]’”,CE3+andO~(3+)“xIca, 
we define the game G,*(a, C, 0) as follows. Each player makes a moves. I (respectively 
II) thus constructsfE (3’)” (resp. g E rc’) so that 
(0) f(0) E 3 + I-J P(C); 
(1) f(d) sf(r) for VI < 6; 
(2) f(0) -J-V) E 3; 
(3) a E g(0); 
(4) g(S) EN); 
(5) g(h) < r)f(S + 1). 
I wins if (f,g) E 0. 
Given W E [~]l’l+‘, we let G,*(a, C, W) stand for Gj(a, C, {(f, g) E (3+)” x KY 
au ran(g) E W}). 
We let Cj” be the set of all strategies for I in GG(0, K, (3+)” x K~). 
Let a E [K] <O, and let cr E Czw. We let (a,a)* be the set of all x E [K]” such that 
a = {ex(i): i < /al}, ex(Jal)E o(O) and f or every j<w, e,(lal +j+ l)Ea(e,(lal),..., 
cAlal +_i)). 
We set Pj = { (a,a)*: a E [K] cm and o E C,*o}. 
Given a, a’ E .X;O, we let a’ < a just in case a’(0) E a(0) and a’(c1,,, . .. , C(i) c 
a(oIO, . . . , Xi). 
Observe that a’ d a if and only if (O,a’)* c (O,a)*. 
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We define so : C;w -+ Cz by letting (am) = o(O) and 
Notice that (a,o)* = (u,s,Jo)) for every a E [rc] <O. 
We just saw that it is easy to associate an element of C,O with any given 0 E C,*w. Our 
present goal is, conversely, to define a function from C,O to C,*“‘. That will require some 
preparatory work. We start with the following lemma. 
Lemma 9.1. Assume that 3 is almost n-distributive. Let AE SC, n E o - 1 and 
Qb E MS,* for b E [A]“. Further let 0 be the set of all (f,g) E (3+)“’ ’ x tc”+ ’ such that 
f(n)E U BEeron(g,n) P(B). Then for every C E 3+ n P(A), I has a winning strategy in 
G; (0, C, 0). 
Proof. Use Proposition 3.1 to define for each c E [A] <n, Qc E M3,A, fc: QE x A + 3+ 
and gc: Qc x A + 3 so that 
(i) for every B E Qc, B E {U E A: c c cl}; 
(ii) given B E Qc and c( E B, f,(B, a) E QcUioLj and B -fc(B,a) = g,(B,cr). 
Given C E 3+ n P(A), we define a winning strategy 0 for I in G$(O, C, 0) as follows. 
Let A0 E Q. be such that A0 n C E 3+, and set o(O) = A0 n C. Now let II successively 
play C(i for i < n. Define Aj and Ej for 0 < j < n SO that Aj =&xl, k <I _ l)(Aj- 1, Clj- 1) 
andEj=gi~lk<,-l)(Aj-l,aj-l). Weset~(CI0,...,C1,)=Ao-Uq~mE4+1. 0 
Proposition 9.2. Assume either that 3 is tc-distributive, or else that 3 is almost K- 
distributive and add(S) > KO. Let AE 3’, and let Qb E MS,* for b E [A]‘” - (0). 
Furthermore, let 0 be the set of all (f,g) E (3+)“’ x K” such that for every i E w, 
f(i + UE UBEai&),r,l P(B). Thenfor every C E 3+ n P(A), I has a winning strategy in 
G$(O, C, 0). 
Proof. Let us first assume that 3 is K-distributive. Pick Q E M3,A and g: Q + 
n bc[A]<_-(0) Qb such that for every BE Q and every b E [A] <w - {0}, 
B -(g(B))(b) E 3. Given C E 3+ n P(A), we define a winning strategy r~ for I in 
G<(O, C, 0) as follows. Pick A,, E Q with A0 n C E 3+. We set a(O) = A,, n C and 
a(ao, . . . 2%) = Ao n n (g(Ao))({aj:  < k}) - (ai + 1). 
kCt > 
Let us now assume that 3 is almost K-distributive and add(S) > EfO. By Lemma 9.1, 
there are R, E M3.A and (P”: R, + CjW for n E o - 1 such that 
(0) (cpn(B))(O) = B; 
(1) q”(B) is a winning strategy for I in GG(0, A, O,), where 0, is the set of all 
(Ag) E (D’)“+’ x ~“+r such thatf (n) E Uaea,,,,,,“, P(B). 
By Proposition 3.3, there is an R EM 3,A such that R < R, for all n E w - 1. Given 
C E 3+ n P(A), we define a winning strategy fl for I in Gz(0, C, 0) as follows. Pick 
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EERwithEnCE3’.LetB,ER,fornEW-lbesuchthatE-B,E~.Weset 
a(O) = Encn n B,, 4~) = 40) n n h(Bm~) 
lIEW-1 ?lECi-1 
and 
4%,..., Ui+l)=0(ao,...,Ui)n new~*+z)(VI.(B.))(5(0,...,bi+~). 0 
Let CJ E .Z;,O. For every b E [a(O)] co - (O}, we define Q; E M3,0(0J, g;: Q; + (3’)l*l 
and tg : Qg + (3 +)‘*I as follows. 
Given a0 E a(O), choose QEO, E M,,, and 
s&o,: Q&c,: -, P+ nW(O) - (a0 + 1)))’ 
so that A E (g&,)(A))(O) and 
QTao} = {a(ao,(g~~~}(A))(O)): A E Q&,}>. 
Then define t&, : Q&,,, + (3+)’ by letting (t&,(A))(O) = o(0). 
Now let n E w and b E [a(0)]“‘2. Set c = {eb(i): i < n + l}. Given A E Qf”, we define 
Qf and fb’ as follows. Let us first assume that e& + 1) E A and for each i < n, 
e*(i) E t,“(A)(i). We choose Qf E Ms;,A and 
so that D GfbA(D) and 
Qb" = {~((eb(“),(g~(A))(0)), ...P (eb($p (d(A))@))? (eb@ + l)&?D))): D E QbA). 
Now suppose that e& + l)$A, or that for some i < n, eb(i)$tt,“(A)(i). We put 
Qt = {A}, and we define fb”: Qt -+ 3+ by letting &‘(A) = A. We next define 
gt : Qt + (D+)“+’ and tt : Qt + (3+)“+2 by letting 
(0) gbA(D) I n + 1 = g,“(A); 
(1) (dP))(n + 1) =fd4Pk 
(2) tf(D)ln + 1 = t,“(A); 
(3) (tbA(A))(n + 1) = A. 
WefinallysetQ~=UA.e:QbA,g~=UA.e~gbAandtb”=UAE~tbA. 
Assume either that 3 is x-distributive, or else that 3 is almost K-distributive and 
add@) > No. We define cl : C,O + .Zgm as follows. Let g E Zi. Define 0 s (3+)” x xw 
by letting (f, g) E 0 if and only if for every i E co, f(i + 1) E us, Qtc,V, ~ ,) P(B). Then 
using Proposition 9.2, we let cl (0) be a winning strategy for I in G,*(O, a(O), 0). 
Notice that E~(E~(cT)) E @(a). 
We will now deal with the following sequence of assumptions, that are increasing in 
strength: 
(0) 3 is either x-distributive, or else almost x-distributive and such that 
add@) > No. 
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(1) 3 is x-distributive and add(D) = K. 
(2) 3 is a rc-distributive weak P-point. 
(3) 3 is K--distributive and weakly semiselective. 
(4) 3 is rc-distributive and weakly selective. 
To each stronger assumption will correspond a different, and in some sense better, 
characterization of C3 (and of N3). Let us observe the following, which concerns the 
case K = w. Our list could be made longer by topping it off with the assumption (4’) 
that 5 is weakly selective and (3+/z, <) is &-closed, but the corresponding charac- 
terization of CD, which was obtained by Mathias [24], is the same as that we derive 
from (4) (see Proposition 10.23). 
Assumptions (O)-(4) will also be used to further our study of add(N,) and other 
cardinals associated with N3. 
The remainder of this section is concerned with assumptions (0) and (l), whereas 
(2)-(4) will be dealt with in Section 10. 
Proposition 9.3. Assume either that 3 is tc-distributive, or else that 3 is almost IC- 
distributive and add(D) > KO. Then given W E [tc]“, the following are equivalent: 
(i) WENT. 
(ii) Given a E [rc] cm and C E 3+, I has a winning strategy in Gj(a, C, [tc]” - W). 
(iii) Given a E [tc] <” and o E C;O, there is a o’ E EjO such that o’ 6 CJ and 
(a,a’)* n W = 0. 
(iv) {(a, a)* E P;: (a, a)* n W = 0} is dense in (Pj, s). 
Proof. (i) -+ (ii): Assume W E N3, and let a E [rc] <a and C E 3+. Select a winning 
strategy a for I in G3(a, C, [JC]” - W). Then cl(a) is a winning strategy for I in 
G&x, C, [K]” - W). 
(ii) -+ (iii): Assume (ii), and let a E [K] <w and a E 1T;j”. Let z be a winning strategy for 
I in Gz(a,a(O), [rc]” - W). Then define a’ E z$” by letting a’(0) = r(O) and 
a’(ao, . . . ,ai)=a(ao ,... ,Cli)nr(Eo, . . . . oli). 
(iii) -+ (iv): Trivial. 
(iv) +(i): Assume (iv). Given (a,a) E P3, select (b,z)* E Pg such that (b,z)* E 
(~,&~(a))* and (b, z)* n W = 0. It is readily checked that (b,&,,(T)) < (~,a) and 
(b,EO(T)) n W = 0. Thus the set {(~,a) E P3: (a,a) n W = 0} is dense in (P3, <). 
Hence by Proposition 8.1, W E N3. 0 
Corollary 9.4. Assume that 3 is tc-distributive. Then s3 > add(N,). 
Proof. Let 2 E M3+ be such that 0 c IZI < add(N,) and for every Q E Z, 
IQ1 < 2. For each Q E M3,K, set W, = {x E [tc]“: 3B E Q(x - B E [tc] cw)}. Clearly, 
[K]” - Wo E N3. Hence, UQEZ ([rc]” - Wo) E N3. Thus given C E 3+, there is by 
Proposition 9.3 a winning strategy a for I in Gj(0, C, neEz W,). We claim that for 
every Q E Z, there is a B E Q such that a(0) - B E 3. Suppose otherwise. Let Q E Z be 
such that IQ1 = 2, and that for every BE Q, a(0) n B E 3+. Put Q = (B,, B,}. Now 
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define Ai and fii for i < w SO that 
(0) A0 = 40); 
(l) Ak+l = @O,*..,pk); 
c2) /%k E AZk n BO; 
(3) B zk+i EAzk+i f’&. 
Then {pi: i < co} $ n, EZ Wo, a contradiction. 0 
For each (r E ZzO, we define F, : [rc] <w - (0) -+ .ZJ as follows. Let n E w and ai E K for 
i < n be such that aj < ai whenever j < i. First assume that tlo E o(O) and for each 
j<n,aj+lef3(a0,..., aj). We put F,({ai: i < n}) = a(O)- cr(a,,,...,a,). NOW assume 
otherwise. We set F,({ai: i < n}) = 0. 
Corollary 9.5. Assume that 3 is prime. Then cof(3) d cof(N,). 
Proof. Let X E N3 be such that N3 = u, E x P(W). Given W E X, there is by Prop- 
osition 9.3 a (TV E C;O such that (0, ow)* n W = 0. We define A: E 3* for a E [rc] Co 
by letting A: = a,+(O) in case a = 0, and A: = ow(0) - F,,,,(a) otherwise. Now let 
E E 3. Select W E X such that {A E [rc]“: A n E E [tc]“} E W. It is readily seen that 
there exists a E [rc] Co such that En A: = 0. 0 
Proposition 9.6. Assume either that 3 is tc-distributive, or else that 3 is almost tc- 
distributive and add(3) > Kc,. Then given W E [tc]“, the following are equivalent: 
(i) W E C3. 
(ii) Given a E [tc] <w and C E 3’, I has either a winning strategy in Gj(a, C, W), or 
else a winning strategy in Gj(a, C, [tc]” - W). 
(iii) Given a E [tc] Co and 0 E Cjw, there is a g’ E Cj” such that o’ < o and either 
(a,a’)* E W, or else (a,a’)* n W = 0. 
(iv) {(a,~)* E P$ :(a,~)* c W or (a,~)* n W = 0} is dense in (P,*, E). 
Proof. An easy modification of the proof of Proposition 9.3. 0 
Proposition 9.7 and Corollary 9.8 should be compared respectively with Proposi- 
tion 8.5 and Corollary 8.6. 
Proposition 9.7. Assume 3 is n-distributive. Let p be a cardinal with 0 < p < add(N,), 
and let W, E C3 for x E U,,, p”. Then uJp,,_ n,,,, W,,, E CJ. 
Proof. For each x E u,, E o $, define T,., Y, and X, as in the proof of Proposition 8.5. 
By the same proof, it is enough to show that each X, is dense in (P3, s). Thus let n E w, 
x E p” and (a, a) E P3 be given. Let us first suppose that (a, .sl (cr))* n T, E N3. Then 
by Proposition 9.3, there is a rr’ E Zzw such that 0’ < sl(rr) and (a,~‘)* n 
((a,el(o))*n T,)=O.Itisclearthat(a,o’)*nT,=O.Hence,(a,~~(b’))nT,=O. 
Moreover, as ~~(a’) < s&(cr)), we have (a,s,-,(a’)) < (a,~,&~(~))) s (a,~). Let us 
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next suppose that there is a y E p such that (a, cl(o))* n Tx,I,,,l q! N3. Now by 
Proposition 9.3, there is a (bo,zo)* E Pj such that (b,z)* n((a,c1(6))* n 
T xuI(n,yj)) # 0 whenever (b,z)* s (be,z,)*. One then easily defines z1 E Zj” such 
that z1 < q, and (bO,zl)* E (a,~~(o))*. By Proposition 9.6, there is a z2 E C,*O such 
that r2 Q z1 and either (bo,zz)* s W,, or else (b0,z2)*n W, = 0. Clearly, 
(b,,,r2)* E W, and, therefore, (b0,sO(T2)) 5 W,. It is readily checked that 
(b,,.e,(z,)) < (bO,EO(rl)) < <~,a). Notice that (b,z)* n Txv~cn,Yj) # 0 whenever 
(b,z)* E (be,o,)*. Thus given (c,p) E P3 with (c,p) Q (b0,&,,(r2)), we have 
<c,ci(~))* c (c,P) E (b,,s&)) c @o,r2)*, and therefore (c,p> n TX,{,,,,} + 0. 
Corollary 9.8. Assume 3 is x-distributive, add(&) = add(N,). 
Proof. By Proposition 6.6 and Proposition 9.7. 0 
Proposition 9.9. Assume that 3 is n-distributive and add@) = rc. Then given W c [K]~, 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) W E N3. 
(ii) Given a E Zj”, there is a a’ E C;O such that a’ < a and 
u aECKICw (a,o’)* f-3 W = 0. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Assume W E N3, and let a E Czw. By Proposition 8.2, there 
is a ~EZIE0b-3 With u, E [c] <oJ (a,z)n W =O. Then cl(r) < a and 
u aE[K,<“> (a,.%(r))* fl w = 0. 
(ii) + (i): By Proposition 9.3. IJ 
Given a E Zj” and c( E a(O), we define aI c( E Cj” by letting (a 1 a)(O) = a(a) and 
(a 1 cI)(Q, . . . , cli) = a(cr,ao, .. . ) ai). 
Proposition 9.10. Assume that 3 is n-distributive and add@) = K. Then given 
W E [K]", the following are equivalent: 
(i) W E C3. 
(ii) Given a E Czw, there is a a’ E ,E;,*O such that a’ < a and for every LY E a’(0) and 
every a E [a + l] <w, either (a, a’ I a)* E W, or else (a,a’ I a)* n W = 0. 
Proof. Use Propositions 8.4 and 9.6. [7 
10. Weak P-points 
*W We set Cg<,, = {a E C,,, <=: a(0) E 3+}. 
Assume that 3 is a weak P-point. We define c2 : .Zj” + Cg<e,5 as follows. Let 
a E C$O. By Proposition 1.7, there is an A E 3+ n P(a(0)) with the property that 
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A-a(ao,...,ai)E[K]‘“. Then let (~(a))(0) = A and (sZ(c))(txO, . . ., ai) = A n 
o(Cto) .. . ) Gli). 
It is clear that ~~(0) d (r. 
We set PEIcx,3 = {(a,o)* EP~: a E [JC]‘” and CJEC~<~,~}. 
The following is straightforward. 
Lemma 10.1. Assume 3 is a weak P-point. Then PC*K;U<K,3 is dense in (Pj, s). 
Given DEB+ and an increasing f E rcK, we define OD, f E CE<x,3 by letting 
cD,f(O) = D and OD,~(Q, . . . ,Cli) = D - (f(ai)) u (ai + 1)). 
Lemma 10.2. Assume 3 is a weak P-point, and let o E Zg,,,. Then there are D E 3+ 
and an increasing f E tcK such that on,f < o. 
Proof. Define H: [K] <w - (0) + IC by letting H(b) = (u P,(b)) + 1. Then define 
f~ rcK by lettingf(/?) = u {H(b): b E [b + l] cw - (0)). Setting D = o(O), we clearly 
have that OD,f < cr. 0 
Proposition 10.3. Assume that 3 is a tc-distributive weak P-point. Then given 
W E [ICI”‘, the following are equivalent: 
(i) WENT. 
(ii) Given a E [tc] <w and C E 3+, there is a o E CzCr,3 such that a(0) E C and 
(a,a)*n W =O. 
(iii) Given a E [K] co and r~ E Cg;)cx,3, there is a IS’ E Zg<x,3 such that a’ < a and 
(a,a’)* n W = 0. 
(iv) Given a E zg-,3, there is a a’ E Cg<,3 such that a’ < a and 
u aeCK3C0 (a,o’)* n W = 0. 
(v) Given C&3+, there are D E 3’ n P(C) and an increasing f E I? such that 
u 0E[K]-=O (a, on,r)* n W = 0. 
(vi) ((a,a)* E Pz, <x,3: (a,a)* n W = 0} is dense in (PE, <x,3, s). 
Proof. (i) -+ (iv): Assume W E N3, and let a E Zg,,,. By Proposition 9.9, there is 
a a’E.Z3*O such that a’ d a and U,, tK, co (a, a’)* n W = 0. Then s2(a’) d a and 
U alLCK,Co <a,E2(a’))*n W = 0. 
(iv) + (v) -+ (ii) + (iii) + (vi): Left to the reader. 
(vi) +(i): By Lemma 10.1 and Proposition 9.3. 0 
We will now resume our study of the cardinals associated with N3. Assuming 3 is 
a x-distributive weak P-point, we are able to compute cov(N,) and non(N,) (see 
Section 5 and Propositions 10.6 and 10.7). The computation of add(N,) and cof (N-J is 
more difficult and will be accomplished under the stronger assumption that 3 is 
a prime weak P-point or is x-distributive and weakly selective (see Section 5, Corol- 
lary 10.5, Proposition 10.10, Proposition 10.21 and its proof). 
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Proposition 10.4. Assume that K = o and 3 is a x-distributive weak P-point. Then 
b n k3 < add(N,) < b n x3. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.5, add(N,) < b. Now let X E 3 with 0 < 1x1 < add(N,). For 
each B E X, set W, = {E E [w]“: En B E [WI”‘}. Clearly, W, E N3 for every B E X, and 
therefore U, E x W, E Nt. Given C E 3+, there is by Proposition 10.3 a z E CF,,y<,, 
such that z(O) c C and (O,z)* n UBEX W, = 0. It is immediate that z(O) n B E [w] cm 
for every B E X. Thus add(N,) < n3. 
It remains to show that add (N3) 2 b n kJ. Thus let 2 E N3 with 0 < IZI < b n k3. 
For each W E Z, there are by Proposition 10.3 Qw E M3,0 and Fw : Qw --t o” such that 
for every B E Qw, F,(B) is increasing and UOEco, (w (a,a,,(,,)* n W = 0. Now fix 
aE [w]‘” and CE~+. Select D E 3+ n P(C) and g E nIwEz Qw so that for every 
WEZ, D-g(W)E[olcw. Then let f~ ww be strictly increasing and such that for 
every W E Z, {n: f(n) < (F&g(W)))(n)) E [o]‘“. Given W E Z, pick rnWE o so 
that D - m, G g(W) and for every n > mw, f(n) > (&(g(W)))(n). For each 
E E (a,aD,s)*, we have E E (a u (E n mw), o,~~,,~~~~~~~~)*. Thus (a, aD,/)* n W = 0. 
Hence by Proposition 10.3 U Z E N3. 0 
Corollary 10.5. Assume that K = o and 3 is a prime weak P-point. Then add (N3) = 
bnk,. 
Proof. By Proposition 10.4 and Proposition 2.7. 0 
Proposition 10.6. Assume that IC = o and 3 is a x-distributive weak P-point. Then 
cov(N,) = b n x3. 
Proof. We have that cov(N,) < b n x3 by the results of Section 5. Let us show that 
cov(N,)~bn~,.Thus,fixZcN,withO<IZI<bn~,.ForeachW~Z,thereare 
by Proposition 10.3 Qw E MS,,, and Fw: Qw + o” such that for every B E Qw, F,(B) is 
increasing and U,, co, cw (a, a,,FwcBj)* n W = 0. Select E E [o]” and g E fl, EZ Qw so 
that for every W E Z, E - g(W) E [o] <O. Then let f E w” be strictly increasing and 
such that for every W E Z, {n: f(n) d (&(g(W)))(n)} E [w] <O. Define a strictly 
increasing h E E” so that for each n, h(n + 1) >f(h(n)). Given W E Z, pick mw E o so 
that E - mw c g(W) and for every n B m W, f(n) > (&(g(W)))(n). Then ran(h) E 
(mw n ran(h), ~,~w),F,J~uvH)*. 0 
Proposition 10.7. Assume that K = w and 3 is a K-distributive weak P-point. Then 
non(N,) = d u v3. 
Proof. We have that non(&) > d u v3 by Proposition 5.10 and Proposition 5.11. Let 
us show that non(N,) < d u vs. Let Z E [w]” be such that for every Q E M3,0, 
{A-B:AEWandBEQ}n[W]<O#O, and let Y E w” be such that for everyf E w”, 
there is a g E Y with {n:f(n) > g(n)} E [o] <O. Given A E Z and g E Y, select a strictly 
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increasing hA,g E A” so that for every n E co, h,,g(n + 1) 2 g(h,,,(n)). Given W E N3, 
there are by Proposition 10.3 Q E M3,,, and F : Q + w” such that for every B E Q, F(B) 
is increasing and U, E co, _ (a, bs, F(BJ) * n W = 0. Now pick A E Z and B E Q so that 
A-BE[w]? Select g E Y so that {n: (F(B))(n) > g(n)} E [co] <O. Let m E w be 
such that A - m E B and for every n B m, g(n) 2 (F(B))(n). Then ran(h,,,) E 
(m n ran(hA,,), ~B,F& *. Hence, ran(h,,,)$ W. 0 
Proposition 10.8. Assume that 3 is a k-distributive weak P-point. Then d, < cof (&). 
Proof. The result is immediate from Proposition 5.11 in case K = w. So let us assume 
that K > o. Let 2 5 N3 be such that 0 < IZI < d,. Given W E Z, there is by Proposi- 
tion 10.3 a (TV E C,, *w,K,3 such that W n (0, aw)* = 0. Define&: K x o -+ K by letting 
fw(a,O) = n (MO) - 4 and 
Ma, n + 1) = n 4fw(4 O), . . . ,.Mb 4). 
Then define kw E I? by letting kw(a) = u,,, &(a, n). Let g E K“ be strictly increasing 
and such that for every WE Z, (01: g(cr) 2 k,(a)} # 0. Set X = [K]” - 
u n E [K] -=“’ (~,a,,)*. By Proposition 10.3, X E N3. Given WE Z, pick CI E K with 
g(a) 2 k,(a). For every n E w, we have 
n ~,,(MK 4) 2 g(Ma, 4) 2 g(4 >.&(a, n + 1) 
and therefore { fw(cc, i): iEco}$({fw(u,j): j < n},crrg)*. Thus (&(c~,i): iEco} E 
<0,oVv>* - U.EIK1”O (~,a,,)*. Hence X - W # 0. c] 
The following is straightforward. 
Lemma 10.9. Assume that 3 is a prime weak P-point. Then given W E [tc]“, 
W E N3 if and only if there are D E 3* and an increasing f e rcK with 
W n U,.cK,<o <a,an,f)* = 0. 
Proposition 10.10. Assume that 3 is a prime weak P-point. Then cof(N3) = d, v cof(3). 
Proof. We have cof(N3) > d, u cof(3) by Corollary 9.5 and Proposition 10.8. Let us 
show that cof(N-J < d, u cof(3). Let Y E rcK be such that for every f~ rcK, there is 
a g E Y with {a:f(a) > g(a)} E [K] <K. Let K E 3 be such that 3 = UBEK P(B). Then 
given W E N3, there are by Lemma 10.9 g E Y, B E K and a < rc such that W n 
U aoCK,CW GyaK-~iiu.h >* =0. We have CKI” - u,EcK,cw (a,a,-cB,.x,)* ENS by 
Lemma 10.9. 0 
Proposition 10.11. Assume that 3 is a k-distributive weak P-point. Then given 
W E [KY]“, the following are equivalent: 
(i) WE&. 
(ii) Given a E [tc] cm and C E 3+, there is a a E COKE,,, such that a(0) E C and either 
(a,a’)* E W, or else (a,a’)* n W = 0. 
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(iii) Given a E [IC] co and C E 3+, there are D E 3+ n P(C) and an increasing f E tcK 
such that either (a,aD,s)* E W, or else (a, on, f >* n W = 0. 
(iv) Given o E Cg<li,3, there is a o’ E Zg <K,J such that o’ < o and for every u E a(O) 
and every a E [a + l] <O, either (a,cr’ 1 a)* s W, or else (a, o’ 1 a)* A W = 0. 
(v) {(a, a)* E PgI CL,3: (a, o)* E W or (a,a)* n W = 0} is dense in (I’& <x,3, s). 
Proof. Left to the reader. [7 
Given A E Df, we define @A E Cg<,, by letting aA = A and gA(ae, .. . ,~li) = 
A - eA(ai + 1). 
Lemma 10.12. Assume 3: is a weak semi-Q-point. Then given D E 3+ and an increasing 
f E tc’, there iS an A E 3 + such that oA < on, f. 
Proof. Select A E 3+ n P(D) so that for every ci E K, eA(M + 1) >f(u). f-J 
Proposition 10.13. Assume that 3 is k-distributive and weakly semiselective. Then given 
W E [ICI”‘, W E N3 if and only if given C E 3+, there is an A E 3+ n P(C) such that 
u ac[K]CW (a,oA)* n W = 0. 
Proof. By Proposition 10.3 and Lemma 10.12. 0 
Proposition 10.14. Assume that K = o and 3 is prime and weakly semiselective. Then 
add(N3) = k3. 
Proof. By Corollary 10.5 and Proposition 2.9. 0 
Proposition 10.15. Assume that K = w and 3 is tc-distributive and weakly semiselective. 
Then cov(N,) = x3 and non(N,) = v3. 
Proof. By Propositions 10.6, 2.9, 10.7 and 1.11. 0 
Proposition 10.16. Assume that 3 is prime and weakly semiselective. Then cof (N3) = 
cof (3). 
Proof. By Proposition 10.10 and the following easy fact: Assume that 3 is a prime 
weak semi-Q-point. Then cof (3) > d,. 0 
Proposition 10.17. Assume that 3 is tc-distributive and weakly semiselective. Then 
cof (&) < m3. 
Proof. Let X S M3+ be such that for every Q E M3,K, there is an REX with 
R E {B u c: BE Q and c E [rc] <O}. For each A E [ICI“, define fA E I? by letting 
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fA(~) = e,(2a + 1) in case K = o, and fA(a) = eA(cI + w) otherwise. Given REX, 
set W, = [tc]” - U,,, U,ScK,co (~,a,,,)*. It is readily checked that W, E N3. 
Now fix W E N3. By Proposition 10.13 there is a Q E M3,K such that 
W”U&Q UlxCK,<~ (b,~~)* = 0. Select REX so that R E {But: BEQ and 
c E [K] <,}. Given A E R, pick BE Q so that A - BE [K] <“‘. Setting E = {a E K: 
fA(a) < eB(cI + l)}, it is easy to see that E E [tc] <” in case K = w, and E = 0 otherwise. 
Hence for each a E [K] <O, (~,a~,~,)* c UbECK,_,, &as)*. Thus, W E WR. 0 
Proposition 10.18. Assume that 3 is tc-distributive and weakly semiselective. Then given 
W E [tc]“, W E C3 ifand only ij-given a E [tc] <“andCE3+,thereisanAE3+nP(C) 
such that either (a,oA)* E W, or else (a,aA)* n W = 0. 
Proof. By Proposition 10.11 and Lemma 10.12. 0 
GivenCE3+,wedefineLCJECj”bylettingLC1(0)=CandLCJ(cr,,...,ai)= 
C - (@Zi + 1). 
For each a E [rc] <O, we let (a,C) be the set of all DE[K]~ with acDcau 
{@. E c: a s rx}. 
Notice that (a,C) = (a,rCl) = (a,LC])*. 
WesetQ3={(a,C):aE[?c]<~andCE3+}. 
Assume that 3 is a weak Q-point. We define E~:Z~<~,~ --D+ as follows. Let 
ci E .q&,. For each y E a(O), we define HY G K by letting j3 E H, if and only if there 
are i < o and aj < y forj < i such that /I E a(O) - ~(a,, . . . , ai). By Lemma 1.8, there is 
an A E 3+ n P(a(0)) such that /I$ UyeAnP H, for all j? E A. Now put ~~(0) = A. 
It is clear that for every a E [K] co) (~,E~((T)) E (a,~)*. The following is straight- 
forward. 
Lemma 10.19. Assume 3 is a weak Q-point. Then ( (a, L C] )*: a E [IC] 4w and C E 3+} 
is dense in (P& cK,3, s). 
Proposition 10.20. Assume that 3 is tc-distributive and weakly selective. Then given 
W c [lc]“, the following are equivalent: 
(i) WENT. 
(ii) Given a E [tc] co and C E .3+, there is a D E 3+ n P(C) with (a, D) n W = 0. 
(iii) GivenCE3’,thereisaDE3’nP(C)withUosCK,<W(a,D)nW=O. 
(iv) {(a, C) E Q3: (a, C) n W = 0} is dense in (Q3, 5). 
Proof. Use Proposition 10.3 and Lemma 10.19. 0 
Proposition 10.21. Assume that IC = o and 3 is K-distributive and weakly selective. 
Then add(N,) = k5 and cof(N3) = m3. 
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Proof. Let us first show that add(N,) = k3. By Propositions 10.4, 2.7 and 2.9, it 
suffices to show that add(&) < h3. Thus let X E MS+, and E E 3+ be such that for 
everyDE3’nP(E),thereisaQEXwith(D-_:BEQ)c3+.ForeachQEM,,,, 
set 
W, = (x E [co]“: 3B E Q(x - B E [tc] ‘“)}. 
Clearly, Co]” - W, E N3. We have P(E) n fi, E x Wo s 3. Hence by Proposition 
10.20, UeEx (CO]“- WQ)$&. 
Let us next show that cof(N3) = m3. The result easily follows from the following 
remark. Given W c [tc]“, we have by Proposition 10.20 that W E N3 if and only if 
there is a Q E M3,w such that W n UBee U,SLa co) (a, B) = 0. 0 
Corollary 10.22. Assume that IC = o and 3 isfeeble, k-distributive and weakly selective. 
Then cof(N3) > 2’0. 
Proof. By Propositions 1.3, 2.11 and 10.21. q 
Proposition 10.23. Assume that 3 is k-distributive and weakly selective. Then given 
W E [ICI”, the following are equivalent: 
(if W E C,. 
(ii) Given a E [tc] cm and C E 3+, there is a DE 3+ n P(C) such that either 
(a, D) 5 W, or else (a, D> n W = 0. 
(iii) Given C E 3+, there is a D E 3+ n P(C) such that for every c1 E D and every 
a E [c? + 11 <O) either(a,D-(a+l)) z W,orelse(a,D-(cc+l))nW=O. 
(iv) ((a,C) E Q3: (a, C) E W or (a,C) n W = 0} is dense in (Q3, 2). 
Proof. Left to the reader. IJ 
11. P,-generic subsets of K 
In the next three sections we will study a notion of forcing that can be seen as a 
generalization of Mathias forcing (and of Prikry forcing). The definition will again 
involve strategies, but we will see in Section 13 that (P3, <) and (the more familiar) 
(Q3, S) yield the same generic extensions in case 3 is K-distributive and weakly selective. 
It is customary to formulate results directly in terms of ‘Mathias reals’ or ‘Prikry 
sequences’, thus bypassing the generic sets those objects were defined from. We will 
conform to that convenient usage. 
We say that x E [rc]” is P,-generic over V if whenever X E P(P,) is dense in (P,, <), 
there exists (a, a) E X with x E (a, o). 
We start by mentioning some elementary properties of P,-generic sets. Note that 
the results of this section are valid for arbitrary ideals. 
Let x E [K]” be P,-generic over V. We set G, = {(a, a) E P3: x E (a, a)}. 
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Proposition 11.1. Given x E [K]“, the following are equivalent: 
(i) x is P,-generic over V. 
(ii) Whenever X E P(P,) is dense and open in (P3, <), there exists (a,o) E X with 
x E (a, 0). 
Proof. (i) -+ (ii): Trivial. 
(ii) +(i): Assume (ii), and let X E P3 be dense in (P3, <). Let Y be the set of all 
(a’, a’) E P3 such that there is an (a, o) E X with (a’, a’) < (a, 0). Y is clearly dense 
and open in (P3, <). Pick (a’, a’) E Y n G,, and let (a, a) E X be such that (a’, o’) < 
(a,o). Then (a,o) E G,. [7 
Proposition 11.2. Let Q E M3+, and let x E [K]” be P,-generic over V. Then 
x-A~[rc]<~forsomeA~Q. 
Proof. Put X = { (a,a) E P3: o E UAEe C,O l[Al }. It is clear that X is dense in 
(P3, <). Hence X n G, # 0. 0 
Corollary 11.3. Let B E 3, and let x E [lc]” be P,-generic over V. Then x n B E [K] <@‘. 
Proof. Set Q = {K - B}, and apply Proposition 11.2. 0 
x E [K]” is rare over V if for every g E V with g : K + rc, there is an tl E x such that for 
every d E [x - a]‘, g(n d) < u d. 
Proposition 11.4. Let x E [K]” be P,-generic over V. Then x is rare over V. 
Proof. Given g E V with g: IC + K, let S be the set of all u E .Z:,W such that for every 
A E (O,cr), [A]” E {d E [xl”: g(n d) < u d). Then S is clearly dense in (Z;, <). 
Hence, {(a, o) E P3: c E S} is dense in (P3, <). 0 
Corollary 11.5. Let x E [K]” be P,-generic over V. Then u x = K. 
Proof. If x E [K]" is rare over V, then clearly U x = K. 0 
When combined with Proposition 11.4, the following shows that in case K = co, 
forcing with (P3, <) adds a dominating real. 
Proposition 11.6. Let x E [w]” be rare over V. Then x is a dominating real over V. 
Proof. Given f E V with f: o + w, define g: w + w by letting g(n) = Uqsn + 2 f(q). 
Pick m E o so that for every d E [x - e,(m)]‘, g( n d) < U d. Now for every p 3 m, we 
have p + 1 E e,(p) + 2, and thereforef(p + 1) < g(e,(p)) < e,(p + 1). 0 
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The next three propositions will justify our use of the phrase ‘P,-generic set’ in 
connection with the property described at the beginning of this section. 
Proposition 11.7. Let x E [K]” be P,-generic over V. Then G, is generic for (P3, <) 
over V. 
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that any two members of G, are compatible. Thus 
(ai, ai) E G, for i < 2. Without loss of generality assume that 1~1 6 la1 I. Set 
k = Ial I - laoI, and pick (g,h) E f’to,oo with x E (a0 u ran(g), co ) (g, h)). Then clearly 
a0 u run(g) = ui. Moreover, x - al E cl (0) n (a0 I (g, h)) (0). Hence, by Corollary 11.3, 
or(O) n (co I (g,h))(O) E 3+. By Proposition 4.4, one can find gz E !P(o, I (g, h)) n 
Zglal. Then (u1,02) < (uiyoi) for each i < 2. q 
Proposition 11.8. Let G be generic for (P3, <) over V. Then n G = {x}, where x E [K]” 
is P,-generic over V. 
Proof. Set x = {a E rc: 3 (a, a) E G(a E u)}. Notice that x E V [G]. For each k E w, put 
Xk = { (~,a) E P3: [a( > k}. X k is easily seen to be dense in (P3, <) and, consequently, 
Xk n G # 0. Therefore, x E [rc]“. Clearly, for every (a, a) E G, there is an a E x with 
a = x n a. Hence, n G c {x}. Let us now show that x E n G. Thus, let (a, o) E G. By 
induction on i < w, we will define ui E [K] GO and (gi, hi) E Ptb- ” so that 
(0) a0 = a; 
(1) Ui = U U rUn(gi); 
(2) gicgi+l andhichi+l; 
(3) ‘C%~~l(gt~hi)> E G. 
Given i, pick (b,z) E G with Iail < Ibl. Then select (b’,z’) E G so that (b’,z’) < (b,z) 
and (b’, 6) < (uiy 0 I (giy hi)). Let (t, V) E UkEo Pt,,ol(s,,h,) be such that b’ = ui u run(t) 
and r’ E @((o I (giy hi)) I (t, v)). We set ~i+ 1 = b’. For every j < I ai+ 1 - ail, put 
gi+l(lac-al+j)=t(j) and hi+l(lai-aI +j)=v(j). Then (~I(gi,hi))I(t,v)= 
ol(gi+l,h+l). We have (b’,z’) d (ai+l,~l(gi+,,hi+l)) and, therefore, 
C”i+l,Q I(gi+lyhi+,))EG. Finally, put g=Uicwgi and h=UICohi. Then 
(g, h) E P& and x = a u run(g). Hence, x E (a, a). It is clear that x is P,-generic 
over V. 0 
For G generic for (P3, <) over V set xG = U n G. 
Proposition 11.9. (i) Let G be generic for (P3, <) over V. Then Gxc = G. 
(ii) Let x E [K]” be P,-generic over V. Then xG, = x. 
Proof. (i): It is clear that G E Gxo. By Proposition 11.8 and Proposition 11.7, Gxc is 
generic for (P3, <) over V. Hence, G = GxO. 
(ii): Straightforward. 0 
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12. Forcing with (P3, <) 
The properties of our notion of forcing will now be investigated under the assump- 
tion that 3 is almost rc-distributive, which will be used throughout the section (except 
for Lemma 12.1, Propositions 12.6 and 12.8). 
We first show that (P3, <) satisfies what is often referred to as the Prikry property. 
We will need the following elementary lemma. 
Lemma 12.1. Let a E [K] CO and C E 3’) and let 4 be a sentence of the forcing language 
of (P3, <) such that for every o E C,O I[ Cl, (a,o) does not force 4. Then given 
A E 3+ n P(C), there are CI E {a E A: a E a} and B E 3+ n P(A - (a + 1)) such thatfor 
every o’ E C,W 1 [Bl, (a u (a}, a’) does not force 4. 
Proof. Assume there is an A E 3+ n P(C) with the following property: for every 
a~{p~A:a~B}andeveryB~3+nP(A-(a+l)),thereisao,,~~3”IrBl such 
that (a u {a}, oor,B) forces 4. Define [T E C,O by letting o(O) = A and G 1 (a,, B,) = ~~~~~~~ 
We claim that (a, o) forces 4. Suppose otherwise. Then there is an (a’, a’) d (a, a) 
such that (a’1 > Ial and (a’, o’) forces the negation of 4. Pick (g, h) E u, <w Pj,O such 
that a’ = a u ran(g) and G’ E @(a 1 (g, h)). Then (a’, o’) d (a u g(O), o,(o),h(o)), a contra- 
diction. 0 
Proposition 12.2. Assume that 3 is almost tc-distributive. Let (a,o) E P3, and let 4 be 
a sentence of the forcing language of (P3, <). Then there is a o’ E C,O I IS such that (a, a’) 
forces either I$ or the negation of 4. 
Proof. First assume that there is a r E C,W I r o(O)] such that (a, r) forces 4. Then by 
Proposition 4.4, there is a (T’ E C,O I cr such that (a, o’) < (a, z). Clearly, (a, o’) forces 
4. Let us now assume otherwise. Define /1 E Em by letting (f, g, h) E A if and only if 
there are i < w and r E Z;Irh(i)] such that (a u ran(g 1 i + l), z) forces 4. Using 
Lemma 12.1, it is easy to define .a winning strategy for II in G3(a, a(O), A). One readily 
verifies that given (ig, h) E A and (f ‘,g, h’) E Em - A, there is an i < o with 
h(i) - h’(i) E 3+. Hence, by Proposition 7.1, there is a [ E C,O such that i is a winning 
strategy for I in Gs(a, a(O), 8, - A). It is not difficult to check that (a,i) forces the 
negation of 4. By Proposition 4.4, there is a (T’ E C,O I TV such that (a, a’) < (a, i). It is 
clear that (a,o’) forces the negation of 4. q 
Another expected result is that any (infinite) subsequence of a generic sequence is 
also generic. The proof that follows is a modification of that of Theorem 2.0 in [24]. 
Proposition 12.3. Assume that 3 is almost K-distributive. Let x E [IC]” be P,-generic 
over V, and let y E [xl”‘. Then y is P,-generic over V. 
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Proof. Let us first work in I/. Fix X c P3 such that X is open and dense in (P3, <)_ 
For each a E [K] <O, we define m, : X,0 -+ C,W as follows. Put k = 2’“’ - 1, and let bj for 
j B k be a one-to-one enumeration of P(a). Given 0 E Z,O, use Proposition 7.3 to define 
CjECg forj < k SO that 
(0) 00 < 0; 
(1) Ur+l < 0,; 
(21 for every (9, h) E P;,O,, there is an i < w with (bj u ran(g 1 i), Uj 1 (g 1 i, h 1 i)) E X. 
Then set m,(c) = ck_ Notice that for every b E P(u) and every (g, h) E Pt,,,, there is an 
i<o such that (buran(gIi),(m,(o))I(gIi,hIi))EX. We set Y =f(u,u(m,(o))): 
UE [K-l’” and CTEZG}, where u:U~~(~+,,_~C$ + C,O is as in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 4.3. Clearly, Y is dense in (P3, G). Now select a E [K] Q and (T E C,O so that 
(a, @n,(a))) E G,. Put b = a n y. Then y - b E (0, m,(o)). Let (g, h) E P&,,,, be such 
that run(g) = y - 6. In I’, let R be the set of all (t,v) E u,,, Pi,,,,, such that 
(b u run(t), (m,(o)) 1 (t, v)) #X. Given (t, v), (t’, v’) E R, let (t, v) < (t’, v’) just in case 
(t’, v’) = (tl I, v I r) for some r E w. Clearly, < is a well-founded relation over R. By 
absoluteness, there is an i < o such that (b u run(g 1 i), (m,(o)) ( (g 1 i, h 1 i)) E X. Hence 
by Proposition 11.1, y is P,-generic over I/. 0 
Our next task consists in showing that forcing with (P3, <) adds many (by which we 
mean (2K0)Y) degrees of constructibility. 
Define r : [co]” x [rc]” + [K]” by letting T(d, x) = {a E x: lx n al E d}. The following 
is modeled on Theorem 1.2 in [16]. 
Proposition 12.4. Assume that 3 is almost rc-distributive, and let x E [JC]” be P,-generic 
over I/. Then x $ V [T(d, x)] for all d E V n [co]” with cu - d E [co]“. 
Proof. Suppose otherwise, and pick d E I/n [w]” such that o -d E [co]” and 
x E V[T(d,x)]. Let (a,~) E G, and a name z for an element of V[T(d,xo)] be such 
that (a, o} forces that z = xc. Let Y be the set of all (a’, CT’) E P3 with the following 
property: either (a’, o’) < (~,a), or else there is no (~“,a”) E P3 such that 
(a”, a”) < (u,o> and (a”, 0”) < (a’, a’). Let U: Uorecw +1) _ I Z$ + Z:,O be as in the 
proof of Proposition 4.3, and let X be the set of all (b,z) E P3 such that for some 
fJ’ E c,o, r = ~(0’) and (b,a’) E Y. As X is clearly dense in (P3, <), we have 
X n G, # 0. Thus there are a’ E [K] Co and IS’ E C,W such that (a’, 0’) E Y and 
(u’,u(a’)) E G,. Clearly [x - a’]” E (O,e’), and (~‘,a’> forces that z = xc. Now 
select q E w - d with q > /a’J. Put y. = x - (e,(q + 1)) and y, = x - {e,(q)). Clearly, 
T(d,y,) = T(d, y,). Moreover, yi E (a’, 0’) for i = 0,l. By Proposition 12.3, yi is 
Pa-generic over I for i = 0,l. Thus, (a’, 0’) E G,, for i = 0,l. But then using Proposi- 
tion 11.9 (ii), y, = yl, a contradiction. l-~ 
Corollary 12.5. Assume that 3 is almost x-distributive. Let x E [u]” be P,-generic over 
V, and let, in V, Q E M,,, CO,g. Then T(d’, x) I$ V[T(d, x)] for all d, d’ E Q with d # d’. 
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Proof. Assume otherwise, and pick d,d’ E Q such that d # d’ and T(d’, x) E V[T(d, x)]. 
Set c = {n E w: edude (n) E d}. Clearly, c E V n [co]” and o - c E [w]“. By Proposition 
12.3, T(d u d’, x) is P,-generic over I/, and so by Proposition 12.4, T(d u d’, x) $ 
V[r(c, T(d u d’, x))]. It is readily verified that T(d u d’, x) = T(d, x) u T(d’, x) and 
T(c, F(d u d’, x)) = T(d, x). Thus, T(d, x) u F(d’, x)4 V[T(d, x)], which yields the 
desired contradiction. 0 
The forthcoming Proposition 12.7 shows that a well-known property of Prikry 
forcing is likewise enjoyed by the notion of forcing (P3, <). We will not explicitly 
require K to be uncountable, although the result is trivial, and thus uninteresting, in 
case co@) = w. We first introduce some notation. 
Assuming add@) = cou(3), let Rpe 3 for b < add@) be fixed such that 
u p < add(3) R, = IC, R, n R, = 0 whenever /I # y and in case add(D) = K, R, = (/?} for 
all /I. Then given an x E [K]” such that x is P,-generic over V, set t, = {/? E add(D): 
x n R, # O}. 
We observe that t, = x in case add(D) = K. 
Proposition 12.6. Assume that add(D) = cav(3), and let x E [K]” be P,-generic over V. 
Then U t, = add(B). 
Proof. Given /3 E add(D), { (u,o) E P3: o(O) n uygB R, = O> is clearly dense in 
(P3, <). 0 
The following is analogous to Corollary 2.15 of [28]. 
Proposition 12.7. Assume that add(D) = cov(3) and 3 is almost K-distributive. Let 
x E [IC]~ be P,-generic over V, and let, in V[x],f: add(D) --+ On. Then there uref. E I/ 
for nEco withf= U,,, fn. 
Proof. Let (a, cr) E G, be such that (a,~) forces that f : add(D) + On. Given 
b E [K] <O, we define Hb: z;O + C,W as follows. Let z E z,W. First assume that b # 0 and 
(b,z) < (a, 0). Set 6 = u {b E add(D): b n R, # O}. Given y E 6, let Ty be the set of all 
p E z,O 1 z such that for some [ E On, (b,p) forces that f (y) = [. Set K, = (Q E D3,r(0): 
Q E tdo): P E T,)), and let Q, be a maximal element of (K,, s). Then select 
Z, E &,r(O) with Q, E Z,. By Proposition 3.3, there is a k E ny 16 Z, with 
nyEdk(y)&.Definea@,“foryE6sothat 
(0) in case k(y) E Qy, oy E Ty and g?(O) = k(y); 
(1) otherwise by = rk(y)l. 
Using the proof of Proposition 4.5, find z’ E Et 1 z n nYE6 Y(o,), and set H&) = r’. 
Now assume that b = 0, or that it is not the case that (b,z) d (~,a). Then we put 
Hb(z) = z. Given n E o, let Y, be the set of all (b, z) E P3 such that 1 bl > n and either 
(b,z) < (a, a), or else (b,z) and (~,a) are incompatible in (P3, G). We put X, = 
{(b,&(r)): <b,r) E Yn}. X, is clearly dense in (P3, <). Select (b,, 7,) E Y. 
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such that (b,,&(Q) E G,. It is clear that (b,,Hb_(q,)) < (b,,z,) < (a,~). Set 
t, = u {p E add(3): b” n R, # 0}, and let f. be the set of all (y, [) E t;, x On such that 
(b,, Hb,(z,)) forces that f(y) = [. Clearly, fn E I/, and fn cf: Now fix y E add(D). Let 
(a’, a’) E G, and [ E On be such that (a’, o’) forces thatf(y) = 5. By Proposition 12.6, 
u,, E o r, = add(g). Ch oose n E o so that y E 5, and a’ G b,. By the proof of Proposi- 
tion 11.7, there is a C-J” EC,O 1 Hbn(r,) such that (b,,o”) 6 (a’, 0’). Clearly, (b,,o”) 
forces thatf(y) = c. It is readily checked that (b,, Hb,(T,)) forces thatf(y) = [. Thus 
f= Uncofn. q 
We conclude the section by a study of the preservation of cardinals under forcing 
with (P,, <). We start with this easy observation. 
Proposition 12.8. (P3, <) sati& the (JC+ .sut(3))-chain condition. 
Proof. Use Proposition 4.4. q 
Proposition 12.9. Assume that 3 is almost K-distributive. Then forcing with (P3, <) adds 
no new bounded subset of add(g). 
Proof. Fix an ordinal 6 with 0 < 6 < add(D), and let (a, a) E P3 and F be such that 
(a, g) forces that F : 6 + 2. For each y < 6, let S, be the set of all z E C,O 1 (T such that for 
some i < 2, (a, z) forces that F(y) = i. By Propositions 12.2, 3.3 and 4.5, one can find 
~‘EC301~n(ny86 UrsS, Y(z)). In V, define f: 6 + 2 by letting f (y) = i if and only if 
(a,a’) forces that F(y) = i. It is clear that (a,a’) forces that F =J: 0 
The main (expected) preservation result concerns K+. It will be derived from 
Proposition 12.11, which is interesting in its own right. We start with this lemma. 
Lemma 12.10. Assume that 3 is rc-distributive and add(D) = IC. Let (a, a) E P3 and F be 
such that (a, a) forces that F : K + V, and let tl E K. Then there exists 0’ E C,O 1 CT with the 
following property: for every (g, h) E P&, and every y E cz, there are i E o and z E V such 
that (a u ran(g 1 i), 0’ I (g 1 i, h I i)) forces that F(y) = z. 
Proof. Given y E CI, let Y, E P3 be defined by letting (b, z) E Y,, if and only if either 
(b,z) and (~,a) are incompatible in (P3, <), or else (b,z) < (a,~) and there is 
a z E V such that (b, z) forces that F(y) = z. Also let S, E C,W be defined by letting 
z E S, if and only if z < 0 and for every (g, h) E P&, there are i E w and z E V such that 
(a u run(g ( i), z I (g ) i, h ) i)) forces that F(y) = z. Each Y, is readily verified to be open 
and dense in (P3, <). Hence, by Proposition 7.3 and Proposition 4.5, one can 
find ~‘~ZfI~n(/‘JEmUTESy Y(z)). It is not difficult to check that g’ is as 
desired. 0 
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Proposition 12.11. Assume that 3 is K-distributive and add(3) = K. Let (a, o) E P3 and 
F be such that (a, a) forces that F : K + V. Then there exist CJ’ E C,O 1 CT and A E V such 
that IAl < JC and (a,~‘) forces that run(F) s A. 
Proof. Let us first define z E C,O 1 CT as follows. Put z(O) = { fi E o(O): a E p}. Now let II 
play (ai,Bi) for i < CO. We use Lemma 12.10 to define pi E C,O for i < CO so that 
(0) PO G al(~o,Bo); 
(l) Pi+1 G Pil(ai+l,Bi+l)~ 
(2) for every (ah) E K cuk  G I),p, and every y E Cci, there are j E w and z E V such that 
(a u {Q: k < i> u ran(g I j),pi I (g I j, h I j)) forces that F(y) = z. 
We put z((~ro, Bo), . . . , (ai, Bi)) = pi(O). Clearly, given (g, h) E P& i E CO and y E g(i), 
there are j E w and z E V such that (a u ran(g I j), z I (g I j, h I j)) forces that F(y) = z. 
Given (g, h) E u, E w Pi,,, let E9,h be the set of all y E K for which one can find z E I/ such 
that (a u ran(g),z I (g, h)) forces that F(y) = z. Further letf,,, :E,,h -+ V be such that 
for every y E Eg,h, (a u ran(g), z I (g, h)) forces that F(y) =fJy). For each i E o, let 
Ti be the set of all g E ICY such that the following holds: 
s(O) E (G(~)(O), and dj + 1) E h(9)(dO), . . . ,s(j)). 
Let W:Uk_ Tk+l +3+ be such that for every k E CO and every g E Tk+ 1, 
h(4MO), . . ., s(k)) c ~((do), w(g I l)), . . . > (g(k)> w(d)). 
Then define H:UkswTk+l-,Ukso(3+)k+1 so that given kEo and gETk+l, we 
have H(g) E (3+)k+1 and for every j E k + 1, (H(g))(j) = w(g I (j + 1)). For each y E JC, 
define Z, E V by letting z E Z, if and only if there is a g E Uk po Tk + 1 such that 
y E ES,HCS) and J$,H(S)(y) = z. Notice that lZ,l < K. It is readily checked that given 
(g, h) E P&,M~))~ ieo and y ~g(i), there is a ke CI_I such that (auran(gI(k + l)), 
(EO(EI (4)) lb I (k + 11, h I (k + 1))) forces that F(y) =f gl(k+l),~(gl(k+ ,,,(Y).Nowletl’E JG 
and let (a’,~‘) E P3 be such that (a’, o’) < (u,E~(E~(z))). Pick (g, h) E Pz,+ so that 
g(0) > y. It is easily seen that there is a j < w such that (a’ u ran(g I j), 6’ I (g 1 j, h I j)) 
forces that F(y) E Z,. Thus there is an (a”, c”) < (a’,~‘) such that (u”,.“) forces 
that F(y) E Z,. Hence for every y E K, (LE,E~(E~(z))) forces that F(y) E Z,. 0 
The following is now straightforward. 
Corollary 12.12. Assume that 3 is K-distributive and add(D) = IC. Then forcing with 
(P3, <) preserves K+. 
It follows from the results above that no cardinals are collapsed when forcing with 
(P3, <) provided that 3 is K-distributive and satisfies add@) = K and sat@) < K++. 
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13. Ramsey subsets of IC 
x E [IC]” is Ramsey over V if for every F E V with F : [K]’ + 2, there exists a E x such 
that F is constant on [x - a]“. 
Let us first make this easy observation. 
Proposition 13.1. Let x E [tc]” be Ramsey over V and such that U x = tc. Then x is rare 
over V. 
Proof. Given g E V with g : K + K, define F : [JC]’ -+ 2 by letting F(d) = 0 if and only if 
gm44d. 0 
Lemma 13.2. Assume that 3 is almost n-distributive. Let S E C,W be dense in (C,O, <), 
and let x E [tc]” be P,-generic over V. Then there are a ES and a E x with 
[x - a]” z (0, a). 
Proof. Let z~:U~~~~+~~_,Z~--+C~ be as in the proof of Proposition 4.3. Put 
X={(a,u(a)):aE[tc] Co and o E S}. Then clearly X is dense in (P3, <). Let a E [JC] x0 
and g E S be such that (a, u(o)) E G,. We have [x - a]” E (0, a). 0 
Proposition 13.3. Assume that 3 is almost K-distributive, and let x E [K]” be P3-generic 
over V. Then x is Ramsey over V. 
Proof. Fix W E V with W E [tc]“. Let S be the set of all e E C,O such that either 
(0,~) s {AE [tc]“: [A]” E W}, or else (0,o) c {AE [JC]“: [A]” n W = O}. By 
Propositions 7.1, 4.3 and 4.4, S is dense in (C,O, <). Hence, by Lemma 13.2, there are 
a E x and CJ E S such that x - a E (0,a). Then either [x - a]” E W, or else 
[x-a]‘nW=O. 0 
Let us also mention the following related result, the proof of which is modeled on 
that of Theorem 1.15 in [13]. 
Proposition 13.4. Assume that IC = o and 3 is &-distributive. Let 4 be a Ci formula 
with parameters in V, and let x E [o]” be P,-generic over V. Then in V [xl, there is an 
a E x such that either [x - a]” 5 {y: 4(y)}, or else [x - a]” n {y: 4(y)} = 0. 
Proof. By Proposition 12.2 and Lemma 13.2, there are r~ E C,W, a E x and + such that 
the following holds: (i) $ is either 4 or the negation of 4; (ii) (0,~) forces Ic/(xG); 
(iii) [x - a]” z (0, a). Given y E [x - a]” n V [xl, y is P,-generic over V by Proposi- 
tion 12.3. Clearly (0, o) E G,, and so by Proposition 11.9 (ii), V [y] satisfies G(y). We 
have V [y] s V [xl, and therefore by absoluteness, V [x] satisfies $(y). 0 
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We devote the remainder of this section to two related problems. One of them is to 
find a nice combinatorial characterization of P,-generic sets. The other one is to show 
that forcing with (P3, G) is equivalent o forcing with some partially ordered set with 
a nicer definition. We will see that the answers become simpler as we require 3 to 
satisfy stronger properties. 
Proposition 13.5. Assume that 3 is Ic-distributive and add(D) = K. Then given x E [IC]~, 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) x is P3-generic over V. 
(ii) x is Ramsey over V and for every Q E V with Q E M3,K, x E 
(iii) x E i._&K,<W UgleS ( y > h a 0 w enever S G C,W is dense in (Zg, <). 
Proof. (i) -+ (ii): By Proposition 13.3 and Proposition 11.2. 
(ii) + (iii): Assume (ii), and let S E C,W be dense in (C,O, G). Set Y = {R E L&: 
R c {a(O): CJ E S}}. Let R be a maximal element of (Y, c). It is readily verified that 
R E M3,K. Select T c S such that {a(O): 0 E T} = R, and that o(O) n o’(O) E 3 for all 
c,c’ E T with (T # cr’. For each d E T, let Q0 E M3,0C,,j be such that for all 
a E [a(O)] 4o - {0}, Q0 G Qz. Clearly, u,, T Qm E M5_. Now let 0 E T and A E Qg be 
such that x - A E [K] <“‘. Furthermore, let f E n, E Cfl(on cw _ (,,: Qi and g : [a(O)] Co - 
(0) -+3 be such that A -f(a) = g(a). Define F: [K]’ + 2 by letting F(d) = 0 if 
and only if for some a E [((n d) + 1) n a(O)] <w - {0}, U d E g(a). Let CI E x and 
i < 2 be such that x - CI E A and F is identically i on [x - a]‘. Then 
U nE c,I + l)no,O), <w _ ioj g(u) E 3. Hence by Corollary 11.3, i = 1. It easily follows that 
XE(Xna,o). 
(iii) + (i): Assume (iii), and let X c P3 be dense and open in (P5, G). Let S be the set 
of all 0 E Zc,O such that the following holds: for every a E [JC] cm and every (g, h) E P&, 
there is an i < w with (a u ran(g ( i), c 1 (g 1 i, h 1 i)) E X. By Proposition 7.5, S is dense 
in (Cg, G). Let cr E S and a E [K] X0 be such that x E (a, a). In V, let R be the set of all 
(44 E U,,, Pi,0 such that (a u run(t), 0 1 (t, v)) $X. Given (t, v),(t), v’) E R, let 
(t, v) < (t’, v’) just in case (t’, v’) = (t 1 r, v 1 r) for some r E co. Then < is a well-founded 
relation over R. By absoluteness, there is a (t,v) E U,,, PL,, such that x E (a u run(t), 
CJ 1 (t, v)) E X. Hence by Proposition 11.1, x is P,-generic over V. 0 
Proposition 13.6. Assume either that 3 is k--distributive, or else that 3 is almost 
K--distributive and add(D) > KO. Then (P3, <) and (Pj, E) yield the same generic 
extensions. 
Proof. We recall that s0 and s1 were defined in Section 9. Now define i: P,* + P3 by 
letting i((a,o)*) = (a,~~(~)). Given (a,~) EP~, we have (u,sc,(al(c))) G (a,~). 
Thus ran(i) is dense in (P3, <). It is not difficult to verify that if (a’, 0’) G (a, E,,(C)), 
then (u’,E~(~‘))* E (~,a)*. Hence, i((a,a)*) and i((a’,a’)*) are incompatible in 
(P3, 6) whenever <a,o)* and (a’,~‘)* are incompatible in (Pj, G). Moreover, 
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(a’,o’)* E (a,~)* easily implies that i((a’,a’)*) < i((a,a)*). Thus, i is a dense 
embedding in the sense of Definition 7.7 of Chapter VII of [19]. Now apply Theorem 
7.11 in Chapter VII of [19] to obtain the desired result. 0 
Proposition 13.7. Assume that 3 is a k-distributive weak P-point. Then given x E [tc]“, 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) x is P3-generic over V. 
(ii) x is rare over V and for every Q E V with Q E M3+ x E U,, cK1 cm Uac o (a, A). 
Proof. (i) + (ii): By Propositions 11.2 and 11.4. 
(ii) -+ (i): Assume (ii), and fix F E V with F: [K] * + 2. For every p E K and every 
i<2,setEB=(yE~-((p+l):F(B,y)=i}.ForeachpEIC,putQ~={EgO,EB1}n3’. 
Select Q E M-+ so that Q < Q, for all fi E K. Let f: Q + 2” be such that 
A - Elf’A”‘B’ E 3. Given A E Q, let Y be the set of all R c D3,A such that for every /I E K 
and every B E R, B - Elf’A”‘P’ E [tc] CK. Let RA be a maximal element of (Y, c). By 
Proposition 1.7, RA E MaA. For each i < 2, set R: = {Bn(f (A)))‘({i}): 
BERA}n3’.ItisclearthatUAEeUI<2R~EM3,K.NowselectAEQ,i<2,BER: 
and o! E x such that x - c1 5 B. Define g : K + K by letting g(p) = U (B - ElifcA))(‘)). Let 
6 E x be such that for every d E [x - S]‘, g( n d) < U d. Then F is identically i on 
[x - (U u 6)]*. Thus, x is Ramsey over V. Hence by Proposition 13.5, x is P,-generic 
over V. 0 
We observe that by Lemma 10.1, if 3 is a weak P-point, then (Pj, E) and 
(PZ, <x,3, s) yield the same generic extensions. 
Proposition 13.8. Assume that 3 is k-distributive and weakly selective. Then given 
x E [K]", the following are equivalent: 
(i) x is P,-generic over V. 
(ii) ~~U~~~~,~~U~~~(a,A)foreveryQ~ V withQEMJ+. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): By Proposition 11.2. 
(ii) + (i): Assume (ii), and fix g E V with g : K -+ K. By Lemma 1.8 there is a Q E M3,K 
such that for every A E Q and every p E A, fi $ U, E A nS (g(y) + 1). Let A E Q and o! E x 
be such that x - CI c A. Clearly, g(n d) < U d for every d E [x - 011”. Hence, by 
Proposition 13.7, x is P,-generic over V. 0 
(Q3,5)and({(a,Lcl>*:a~C~l<O and C E 3+}, G) are clearly isomorphic. Hence 
if 3 is a weak Q-point, then by Lemma 10.19, (Pg, c’c,3, G) and (Qa, c) yield the same 
generic extensions. 
Let us recall the following. Assume that K > w, 3 is prime and add@) = IC. Then by 
the results of the previous section forcing with (P3, <) (i) preserves all cardinals, (ii) 
changes the cofinality of rc to o and (iii) does not add any new bounded subset of JC. By 
[S] the notion of forcing (QJ, s) satisfies (i)-(iii) if and only if 3 is weakly selective. 
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This allows one to argue that (P3, <) is the correct analog to Prikry forcing in case 3 is 
not weakly selective. 
14. Forcing with (3+/S, <) 
The main goal of this section is to obtain the decomposition of the notion of forcing 
(P3, <) as a two step iteration (see Propositions 14.3-14.5). The result will be secured 
under the assumption that 3 is K-distributive and a&f(3) = K. There are however on 
the way some partial results that require less and will be stated in full generality. We 
start by making a few observations concerning forcing with (3+/D, <). 
Given H c 3+/3: such that H is generic for (3+/D, <) over V, we set 
SH = {A E P(K) n I/: [K - A-j3 E H}. 
The following is well-known. 
Proposition 14.1. Let H s 3’13 be such that H is generic for (3+/3, 6) over V. Then 
the following assertions hold: 
(0) 3c3Hand3Hn3+ =O. 
(1) P(A) n V E DBfor all A E &. 
(2) A u B E SH whenever A, B E Z&. 
(3) Given A E P(K) n V, either A E &, or else IC - A E D8. 
(4) add&) 6 coo(D). 
(5) In V, let p be an injinite cardinal < add(S), and let A, E K for tl < ,u. If each 
A,E&, then UaCpA,~S8. 
(6) If 3 is K-distributive and a weak P-point (respectively weak Q-point), then SH is 
a weak P-point (resp. weak Q-point). 
The following is well-known in case 3 = [o] <w (see Cl]). 
Proposition 14.2. Assume that 3 is nowhere h,-distributive, (3+/3, <) has a dense 
K-closed subset and 2 <K < h3. Let H E 3’13: be such that H is generic for (3+/D, <) 
over V. Then (2K)VC”1 = (h-JV. 
Proof. Use Propositions 2.14 and 2.15 and follow the proof of Proposition 13.3 
in [23]. 0 
Let x E [K]” be P,-generic over V. We set 
3;,={AEVnP(lc):xnAE[K]‘W) and H,={[K-A13:Ae3,}. 
The following is easily verified. 
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Proposition 14.3. Let x E [K]” be P,-generic over V. Then H, is generic for (3+/3, <) 
over V. Moreover, Sx = 3n,. 
Assume that add(3) = cov(3). Given H G 3’13 such that His generic for (3+/D, <) 
over V, we set Z& = {C E V n P(add(3)): IJaGc R, E 3n). 
Notice that 3h = -3;H in case add@) = JC. 
It was mentioned in Section 0 that assuming rc > w, the existence of a rc-distributive 
ideal J over K verifying add(J) = K does not necessarily entail the measurability of rc. 
Such a J will however have the property that K is measurable in any extension 
obtained by forcing with (J+/J, <), as (the well-known) Proposition 14.4 shows. 
Proposition 14.4. Assume that add(S) = cov(3) and 3 is add(S)-distributive. Let 
H c 3+/S be generic for (3’/3, <) over V. Then 3h is a prime ideal over add@) such 
that add(Z) E 3; c P (add@)) and add(&) = add@). 
Proof. Givenf E V [H] withf: add@) -+ V, we have f e V, as 3 is add@)-distributive. 
Hence by Proposition 14.1, add&) = add(Z). The desired properties of 3h are now 
easily verified. 0 
Proposition 14.5. Assume that add@) = cov(3) and 3 is almost k-distributive. Let 
x E [K]” be P,-generic over V. Then t, is P,g_-generic over V [H.J. 
Proof. First observe that by Proposition 3.3,3 is add@)-distributive. So Proposition 
14.4 applies. Let k: K --t add(S) be such that for every CI E K, CI E I&). Define 
F: [K] 2 + 2 by letting F(a) = 0 if and only if k( n a) B k( u a). By Proposition 13.3, 
there is a 6 E x such that F is constant on [x - S12. It easily follows from Corollary 
11.3 that F is identically 1 on [x - S]“. Hence, by Proposition 12.6, t, E [add(Z)]“. 
Let F’: [add(S)]’ -+ 2 be given in V [HJ. By add@)-distributivity of 3, F’ E V. 
Define, in V, F” : [JC]” + 2 by letting F”(a) = 0 if and only if k( fl a) # k(U a) and 
F’({k( n a), k( u a)}) = 0. By Proposition 13.3, there is an rl E x such that F” is 
constant on [x - ~1’. Select < E x - 6 so that for every c1 E x n 6, k(cr) -C k(t). Clearly, 
F’ is constant on [tx - k(l u n)]‘. Thus, t, is Ramsey over V. Now let C E 3&. As by 
Proposition 14.3,3, = 3,=, we have UBEC R, E 3,. Thus x n Uaec R, E [tc] <O, and 
consequently t, n C E [add(Z)] <O. As 3k is prime by Proposition 14.4, this shows 
that for every Q E V[H,.] with Q E M3~_,addC5j, there is a DE Q with t, - DE 
[add(g)] <O. Hence by Propositions 14.4 and 13.5, t, is Pab*-generic over V [H,.]. 0 
Proposition 14.6. Assume that 3 is n-distributive and add(S) = tc. Let H E 3+/3 be 
generic for (3+/S, G) over V, and let x E [tc]” be P3,-generic over V [H]. Then x is 
P,-generic over V. 
Proof. Clearly, add@) = cov(3) = tc, and so Proposition 14.4 applies. Moreover, 
3h = DH. Hence, DH is a prime ideal over K with add&) = IC. By Proposition 14.1, we 
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have 3 E D8. Since x is P,,,-generic over V[H], we have by Proposition 13.3 that x is 
Ramsey over V. Now let, in V’, Q E MS+ and set X = {[B]+ B E 3+ n UAee P(A)}. 
X is clearly dense in (3+/D, <) and, therefore, X n If # 0. Hence 2: n 
U A E e P(A) # 0. As x is P,H-generic over I/ [KJ, we have by Corollary 11.3 that for all 
B E 35, x - B E [7c] <O. Then there is an A E Q with x - A E [K] <O. Hence, by Prop- 
osition 13.5, x is P,-generic over I/. 0 
15. Gj*(a, C, W) 
We now briefly consider a new game that will be used in the next section, where it 
will be assumed that K = o. Since however the two results we need do not depend on 
that assumption, we will state them for any arbitrary K. 
Given a E [K] <w, CE~+ and W E [K]“, we define the two-person game 
G,**(a, C, W) as follows: 
First I chooses A,, E Zj+ n P(C), II responds with a choice of a,, E { j? E A,: a E /3}; 
then I chooses A1 E 3+ n I’(&, - (a0 + l)), II selects cc1 E Al, and so on up to w. 
I wins if au {ai: iEc0) E W. 
Proposition 15.1. Let a E [K] co) C E 3+ and W E [K]” be given, and assume that I 
has a winning strategy in G,*(u,C, W). Then II has a winning strategy in 
G,**(u, D, [K]” - W) for some D E 3+ n P(C). 
Proof. Let (T be a winning strategy for I in Gj(u, C, W). We define a winning strategy 
zforIIinG$*(u,a(O),[lc]“- W)bylettingz(A,)= n{BEAo:u~B},andz(A,,..., 
Ai+l)=n(~i+lna(z(Ao),...,z(Ao,...,Ai))). q 
Notice that GZj*(u, C, W) and Gj(a, C, W) are identical in case 3: is prime. It thus 
follows from Proposition 15.1 that assuming 3 to be prime, the existence of a winning 
strategy for I in Gg*(u, C, W) implies the existence of a winning strategy for II in 
G,**(u, D, [K]” - W) for some D E 3+ n P(C). We remark that this need not hold in 
general. In fact, we will see in the next section (see Proposition 16.2 and the proof of 
Proposition 16.11) that there is an ideal K over o that satisfies the following: I has 
a winning strategy in G:*(O, o, [o]” - K+) but for every D E K+, II has no winning 
strategy in Gz*(O, D, K+). On the other hand, one can in all cases define a winning 
strategy for player I from one for player II: 
Proposition 15.2. Let a E [K] <O, C E 3+ and W s [K]” be given, and ussume that II 
has a winning strategy in Gz*(u,C, W). Then I has a winning strategy in 
Gj*(u, C, [K-J” - W). 
Proof. Let z be a winning strategy for II in G,**(u, C, W). We will define a winning 
strategty (T for I in G,**(u, C,[K]” - W). We put o(O) = {z(A): A E D3+ n P(C)}. 
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Assume II’s successive moves are Cli for i < co. Define Ai and Bi for i < w SO that 
(0) &I = a(O); 
(1) Bi+ 1 = {T(AO, ... 3 Aiy A): A E J+ f7 P(Ai n Bi)}; 
(2) A() E 3+ n P(C); 
(3) Ai+ 1 E 3+ i-7 P(Ai n Bi); 
(4) cli = r(AC), .. . ) Ai). 
Then set o(ao,...,~i)=Bi+i. 0 
16. Ideals over w 
Throughout this section we assume that K = o. 
We are going to see that some standard combinatorial properties of ideals have 
equivalent formulations in terms of the existence (or the non-existence) of winning 
strategies. We start with the following. 
Proposition 16.1. (i) 3 is a weak Q-point if and only if1 has no winning strategy o in 
GFW, co(O, w, 3 n [co]“) such that a(O) E 3+. 
(ii) 3 is weakly selective if and only if1 has no winning strategy in Gz (0, co, 3 n [o]“). 
Proof. To prove (ii), we will use Lemma 1.8. First given A E 3+ and H, E 3 for n < w, 
we define a strategy g for I in Gj(0, w, [w]“) by letting o(O) = A and a(n,,, . . . , ni) = 
(A - u, $, H,) - (ni + 1). If c is not a winning strategy for I in G,*(O,w,3 n [co]“), 
then clearly there is a B E 3+ n P(A) such that m$ UneBnm H, for all m E B. 
Next let us assume that I has a winning strategy z in G,*(O, w, 3 n [w]“). For each 
nEw, we put K, = u {F,(b): b EP(~ + 1) - (0)). Then clearly there is no 
D~~+nr(0)suchthatm~~,,~~~,,K,fora11m~D. 
The proof of(i) is left to the reader, as it is a straightforward modification of that 
of (ii). 0 
Proposition 16.2. The following are equivalent: 
(i) 3 is F&-distributive and weakly selective. 
(ii) Given C E 3+, II has no winning strategy in G,(O, C,3’). 
(iii) 3 is &-distributive and given C E 3+, II has no winning strategy in 
G;*(O, C,3+). 
(iv) 3+ n P(A)$N,for every A E 3+. 
(v) I has no winning strategy in G3(0,co,3 n [co]“). 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Assume that (i) holds and there is a C E 3+ such that II has a winning 
strategy in G-JO, C, 3+). Now by Proposition 7.1, I has a winning strategy cr in 
G,(O, C, [o]” - 3’). Then (0, E~(E~(E~ 0)))) n 3+ = 0, an obvious contradiction. 
(ii) + (iii): Assume (ii). Then clearly for every C E 3+, II has no winning strategy in 
Gg*(O, C, 3+). Let us show that 3 is &,-distributive. Thus let Q” E M,, for n < W, and 
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let C E 3+. Let W be the set of all D E [co]” such that for every n E co, there is a B E Qn 
with D - B E [w] <O. We will define a winning strategy z for II in G3(0, C, [o]” - W). 
We let r(&, . . . , Ai) = (ni, (Ai CI Bi) - (ni + l)), where Bi E Qi is such that Ai n Bi E 3+, 
and ni = n (Ai n Bi). Now z is not a winning strategy for II in GJ(O, C, 3+). Hence 
3+nP(C)nW#O. 
(iii) + (iv): Let us assume that 3 is &distributive and there is an A with 
3+ n P(A) E N3. Let r~ be a winning strategy for I in G-JO,A, [o]” - (3+ n P(A))). 
Then cl(~) is a winning strategy for I in Gz(O,q3 n [co]“). Applying Proposi- 
tion 15.1, we obtain that II has a winning strategy in Gg*(O, C, 3+) for some C E 3+. 
(iv) +(v): Assume that I has a winning strategy cr in G,(O,w,3 n [co]“‘). Given 
UE [O-J’” and C E 3+, we define a winning strategy 6’ for I in G&z, C, [o]” - 
(3+ n P(o(0)))) by letting o’(0) = o(0) and (~‘((ae, Be), . . . 3 (ai, Bi)) = a((ao, B,), . . , 
(ai, Bi)) in case C n o(O) E 3+, and 0’ = [C - o(O)] otherwise. Thus 3+ nP(a(0)) E iV3. 
(v) + (i): Assume (v). Let Qn E MS,,, for 12 < 8, and let C E 3+. Let W be the set of all 
D E [Cl” such that for every n E o, there is a B E Q. with D - B E [co] <w. Define 
cr E C,O so that a(O) = C and o((aO, B,), . . , (ai, Bi)) E uBE e P(B). Then 0 is a winning 
strategy for I in G3(0,0, W). By (iv) W n 3+ # 0. Thus, 3’is &-distributive. Now let 
B~~/+,andletg:B-tobesuchthatg-‘({n})~~foralln~~.Let Ybethesetofall 
D E [B]” such that g is one-to-one on D. Define 0 E Z,O by letting e(0) = B and 
4(ae,Be), . . . ,(ai,Bi)) = Bi - K’({g(aJ}). Th en (T is a winning strategy for I in 
G3(0,w, Y). By (iv), Y n 3+ # 0. Thus 3 is weakly selective. 0 
Clearly, 3 + E C,,, <o. Notice however that 3+ E Ncol cm if and only if ci is tall. Here 
is another fact concerning tall ideals. 
Proposition 16.3. The following are equivalent: 
(i) 3+#C,. 
(ii) There is an A E 3+ such that 3 1 A is tall, &distributive and weakly selective. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Assume (ii) fails. Let A E 3+. Suppose ci 1 A is not tall. Then there is 
a D E 3+ n P(A) with [D]” E 3+. Therefore, I has a winning strategy in G3(u, A, 3+) 
for every a fz [co] <O. Now suppose that 3 1 A is either not &distributive, or not 
weakly selective. Then by Proposition 16.2, I has a winning strategy in 
G3,A(0, q(3 1 A) n [o]“). Then clearly I has a winning strategy in G&z, A, 3 n Co]“) 
for every a E [co] <O. Thus 3+ E C%. 
(ii) +(i): Let A be as in (ii). Then for every BE (3 I A)+ n P(A), we have 
(0, B) - 3+ # 0 and (0, B) n Di+ # 0. Hence by Proposition 10.23,3+ +! C31a. As it 
is readily checked that C3 E C3,*, we obtain 3+ 4 C3. 0 
Corollary 16.4. Assuming 3 is prime, the following are equivalent: 
(i) 3+#C3. 
(ii) 3’ $N3. 
(iii) ZJ is weakly selective. 
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Proof. (i) + (ii): Clear. 
(ii) + (iii): Use Proposition 16.l(ii) and Proposition 9.3. 
(iii) + (i): By Proposition 16.3, since 3 is tall, &-distributive and such that for every 
AE3+,3lA=3. l-J 
We will now study some properties of nowhere tall ideals. 
Proposition 16.5. The following are equivalent: 
(i) For every C E 3;+, I has a winning strategy in Gz(0, CJ’). 
(ii) 3 is nowhere tail. 
(iii) Zn[fx]“EN3. 
(iv) 3 is &,-distributive and weakly selective and, moreover, 3+ E C3. 
(v) For every C E 3+, I has a winning strategy in G,*,, <-(0, C, 3+). 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Let C E 3+, and let 0 be a winning strategy for I in Gg(0, C, 3+). We 
definef: w + 3 by lettingf(p) = U {F,(b): b E P(p + 1) - (0)). By induction define 
pi for i < o SO that p. E a(O) and for every i,pi+ 1 E o(O) --f(pi). Clearly, [{pi: 
i < co}]” c 3+. 
(ii) + (iii): Straightforward. 
(iii) -(iv): Assume (iii). Then for every C E Z7’, I has a winning strategy in 
G3(0, C, s+). Hence by Proposition 16.2, 3 is EC,-distributive and weakly selective. As 
N3 c C3, we have 3 n [w]~ E C3, or equivalently 3+ E C3. 
(iv) +(v): Assume (iv). Given C E J+, there is by Proposition 10.23 a B E 3+ n P(C) 
such that either (0,B) G 3+, or else (0,B) n 3+ = 0. Clearly, [B]” c 3+. Hence 
I has a winning strategy in G,*,, cw(O, C, 3+). 
(v) + (i): Clear. 0 
Corollary 16.6. Assume that 31 A is tallfor some A E 3+. Then add(N,) < cof(3). 
Proof. Let K 5 3 be such that 3 = UBEK P(B). Clearly [B]” E N3 for each B E K. By 
Proposition 16.5 UseK [B]“$ N3. 0 
The proof of the following makes use of the easy fact that [A]” E N3 - Ncol co 
whenever A E 3 n [o]O. 
Proposition 16.7. Assume that 3 is nowhere tall and 3 # [o] <“‘. Then NcoI iw c N3 
and C,,,cw c C3. 
Proof. It is readily checked that Nco, <o c N3 and C,,,<, c Cg. Now let 
A E 3 n [w]“. By Corollary 6.5, there is a W E [A]” such that W 4 C,, <=I Clearly, 
W belongs to N3 and therefore to C,. q 
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We observe that if 3 is nowhere tall, then by Propositions 2.4, 2.10,2.13, 5.12, 10.15 
and 10.21, add(N,), cov(&), non(N,) and cof(&) are respectively the same as 
add(N[,, <-), cov(Nco, <-), non(Ncw, <-) and cof(N,,, <O). 
Given two properties of the type considered in this paper, one may ask whether 
there is an ideal that satisfies one but not the other. We will now deal with that kind of 
question. For that we have to consider specific ideals. We first introduce some 
notation. 
Given Q 5 Co]“, we let Je be the set of all A E o such that A n B E [w] <w for all 
B E Q. 
The following is straightforward. 
Lemma 16.8. Given Q E [co]“, Jo is a nowhere tall ideal over w. 
We observe that given Q E D,,, <w,w, Jo = [o] cm if and only if Q E M,,, CO,g. 
Given Q E D,,, cw,w, we let Ko be the set of all C E w such that for some X E [Q] <w, 
c-UXE[W]? 
Clearly, K, is an ideal over o. Let us assume that o $ K,. Then by Proposition 3.2 
of [23], K, is weakly selective and such that (Ki/&, <) is He-closed. Moreover, 
K, is easily seen to be everywhere feeble. We also have the following. 
Proposition 16.9. Let Q E D,,, tO,,O be such that co+ K,. Then kKQ = hKo. 
Proof. An easy modification of the proof of Proposition 13.1 in [23]. 0 
Let us also mention the following, which could possibly be improved (by replacing 
b by a larger cardinal invariant). 
Proposition 16.10. Let Q be an infinite member of M,,, <-,,,. Then rck, > b. 
Proof. Let C E Ki, and let Y E Q with 0 < 1 Y) < b. By Proposition 3.3 of [23], there 
is a one-to-one w : cc) + Q - Y such that {C n w(n): n E co} E Co]“. For each B E Y, 
define fs E cow by letting fB(n) = u (B n w(n)). Select g E w0 so that for every B E Y, 
{ n E ox g(n) < fs(n)} E [co] <w. Then set D = u,,, ((C n w(n)) - g(n)). Clearly, 
D E K,f n P(C). Moreover, D n B E [o] <w for all B E Y. The desired conclusion easily 
follows. IJ 
Proposition 16.11. Consider the following assertions: 
(i) I has no winning strategy in G$*(O, co, 3 n [co]“‘). 
(ii) (3+/S, <) is &closed, and 3 is weakly selective. 
(iii) 3 is &,-distributive and weakly selective. 
(iv) 3 is an &,-distributive weak P-point (respectively weak Q-point). 
(v) 3 is &-distributive. 
Then (i) -+ (ii) + (iii) + (iv) + (v), and none of those implications can be reversed. 
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Proof. (i) + (ii): Assume (i). Let C, E 3+ for n < w be such that C,+ i c C,. Let W be 
the set of all B E [o]” such that for all n E o, B - C, E [o] <O. We define a winning 
strategy 0 for I in GG*(O, w, W) by letting a(O) = Co and o(no, . . . , ni) = Ci+ 1. Since, 
(r is not a winning strategy for I in Gz*(O, o, 3 n [co]“), we have W n 3+ # 0. Thus, 
(3+/Z, <) is &-closed. 3 is weakly selective by Proposition 16.2. 
Let us now show that (ii) does not imply (i). Select a strategy u for I in 
G,*,S ,,(O, o, Co]“) such that the following holds: 
(0) o(n) n o(p) = 0 for all n,p E ~(0) with n # p; 
(1) let k E o - 1, and let ni for i < k be such that no E o(O) and for every i with 
Oti-ck, n,~a(n~ ,..., njel). Then a(no ,..., tak_l,P)na(no,...,nk_,,n)=O for all 
%pE4no,..., nk_r) with n # p. 
We define Q c [w]” by letting A E Q if and only if eA(0) E o(O) and for all i E o - 1, 
e,4(i) E 4eA(0), . . . , eA(i - 1)). Clearly, Q E D,,, <w,fl(ol. Now let k E w, and let z E gk be 
such that z(0) E o(O) and for every i with 0 < i < k, z(i) E a(z 1 i). We claim that 
o(z)EKQ+.ThusletrEw-1andAjEQforj<r.Selectm,Ewforp<osothat 
(a) mp < m,+l; 
(b) {m,: P < m> E Q; 
(c) {m,: p < k} = ran(z); 
(4 mk $ (e&J: j < r>. 
It is easily verified that {m,: p < o} n u, <, Aj E ran(z). Hence, a(z) - u, < I Aj E 
[of”. By the claim, c is a winning strategy for I in G:,*(O, w, Q). Hence, I has a winning 
strategy in G::(O) w, K, n [a]“). 
(ii) + (iii): Easy. 
Let us show that (iii) does not imply (ii). Let Q c [w]” be such that IQ1 = No, and 
that A n B = 0 for all A, B E Q with A # B. By Lemma 16.8 and Proposition 16.5, Jo is 
No-distributive and weakly selective. It remains to show that (Ji/Jo, <) is not 
Ko-closed. Let B, for II < o be a one-to-one enumeration of Q. For each p < o, set 
C, = Unsw--p B,. It is clear that each C, E Ji. Moreover, Co z C1 2 C2 z . . . Now 
let C E Ji be given. Select k E w with C n Bk E [co]“. We have C - Ck+ 1 E Ji and, 
therefore, it is not the case that [CIJg < [Ck+r]&. 
(iii) + (iv) + (v): Trivial. 
Let Eo,E1 E [o]” be such that E. n El = 0 and E. u El = o. Select pairwise 
disjoint A,E [co]” for n <o with u,,, A,, = Eo, and pairwise disjoint a, E 
[o] <” - (0) for n < w such that Uncou” = El and U,,, la”1 = Ho. Set 
Jo=(B~w: {new: BnA,E[co]“}E[co]<W}, 
J1 = Bso: U lBna,I<K, 
IlEO 
and .J2 = Jo n J1. For each i < 2, Ji is easily seen to be an (everywhere feeble) ideal 
over w. Moreover, Jo (respectively J1) fails to be a weak P-point (resp. a weak 
Q-point). As for Jz, it is neither a weak P-point nor a weak Q-point. We are going to 
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show that (Jt/Ji, <) is &-closed for each i < 2, and that J,, (respectively Ji) is a weak 
Q-point (resp. a weak P-point). 
Let us first deal with Jo. Thus, let C, E JO+ for m < o be such that C,+ 1 c C,. For 
each m<o, let X,,,={~EO: C,,,nA,,,~[ce]~}. Pick 4iEXe for i<w SO that 
qi < qi+l and qi+r EXqt. Set D = Ul<o(C4,nAq,+1). Clearly, DE Jo+ and for all 
m<w,D-C,EJO.NowletBEJ~,andletf:B-,wbesuchthatIf-‘({m})l<K, 
for each m E co. Let T = {n EO: Bn A, E [co]“}. Select g:o -+ T so that 
Ig-l({n})l = KeforeverynE T.Defineh:o -+ B and k : o -+ w so that k is one-to-one 
and h(m) E Agcrn) f-‘({k(m)}). Setting E = ran(h), we have E E Jo+ nP(B) andfis 
one-to-one on E. 
Let us now turn to J1. First let L, E J: for m < o be such that L,, 1 G L,. 
Define w : co + w so that w is one-to-one and lu,,,(,,,~ n L,I > m + 1. Put 
H = u,,, (%m) n L,). Then H E J: and for all m E co, H - L, E [w] <w. Next let 
A~J~andc:A--+obesuchthatc~‘({m})~J~forallm~~.Letk:o~obesuch 
that~c~‘({m})na,~~k(m)foralln,m~~.ThendefineI:w~[o]~~,d:w~[o]~~ 
and s:o-+o so that 
(0) Mdl B P + 1; 
(1) 4~) c UrneItpj c-‘(M); 
(2) p’ < p implies l(p’) n l(p) = 0; 
(3) s is one-to-one; 
(4) d(P) 5 %(,G 
(5) l~~~s(,+IJ 2~ +2 +I,,” Cpic,,k(i). 
Then set R = Upeo d(p).ClearlyiEJ:andforeverymEo,lRnc-’({m})l<Ke. 
Let us finally show that (J:/J,, <) is &-closed. Thus, let K, E J: for m -c w be 
such that K,+l G K,. As J: = Jo+ u J:, there is a j < 2 such that for all m E o, 
K, E Jj’. Since, (JT /Jj, <) is &closed, there is a D E Jj’ such that D - K, E Jj for all 
mEm.Clearly,Dn EjEJf,andforeachmEO,(DnEj)-K,EJz. 0 
Let us observe the following. If cof(3) = Kc,, then II is easily seen to have a winning 
strategy in G$*(O,q 3 n [co]“). Now assume that 3 is prime and weakly selective. 
Then by Corollary 16.4,3 n [a]” $ C3. Hence by Proposition 9.6, there are a E [o] <w 
and C E 3+ such that I has no winning strategy in either G,*(u, C,3 n [co]“) or 
Gj(u, C, 3+). It easily follows using Proposition 15.2 that neither player has a winning 
strategy in Gz*(O, w, 3 n [a]“). 
We finally observe that if 3 is weakly selective, Kc-distributive, nowhere h3- 
distributive and such that sat@ I A) = (2Ko)’ for every A E 3+, then by the results of 
Section 2, 3, is weakly selective, (K,, 2)-distributive and nowhere &-distributive. 
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